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BETWEEN –  

140 High Street Pty Ltd      Applicant 

Mansfield Community Objectors                 Third Party Respondents 
      

Mansfield Shire Council    Responsible Authority 

Department of Transport                                   Determining Authority 

VCAT REF P505/2020      

Lot 1 LP145122 Mansfield & Lot 2 LP3436 Mansfield 

2 – 4 & portion 8-10 Station Street Mansfield            Subject Land 

Abbreviations: 

MCHAC: Mansfield Cultural Heritage and Arts Centre Inc, ABN: 69889153811  

MTAP&GS: Mansfield Township Approaches Planning and Guidelines Study 

Definitions: 

The Station Precinct :  

The Public Land under Heritage Overlay 31 immediately opposite the Subject Site 

containing the Railway Station, the Goods Shed, the Platform, the Visitors Information 

Centre, its carpark, numerous Taungurung cultural references and items and the start 

of the Great Victorian Rail Trail 

The Railway Land:    

30 acres of Public Land between Withers Lane and Yencken’s Hardware (Kitchen 

Street), which includes three HO listed kilns, The Great Victorian Rail Trail, The Mullum 

Mullum Wetlands and the HO31 Station Precinct (as defined above) 

 DDO1/Schedule1: DDO 1 and its Schedule 1 “Township Gateways and Alpine Approach” 

SLO1/Schedule1: Significant Land Overlay 1 and  Schedule1 of SLO1, Headed:  

                                                                                                                  “Alpine Approach” 

 “The Act”: 

  The Planning and Environment Act 1987 

 

Please note:  

Footnotes (numbered, ¹) are annotated on the relevant pages  

Endnotes: (roman numeral annotations, i ) are all images, and are all appended at 

the end of the submission, with a few also “inserted” in the text) 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

1. My name is Dr William Twycross. I am presenting on behalf of MCHAC as 

President. MCHAC’s central focus of activities is at The (Railway) Station Precinct, 

which is directly opposite the Subject Land …land described in the Application 

currently before the Tribunal (P505/2020). 

I am also a member of the Mansfield Historical Society, Arts Mansfield and 

Ghadaba (which represents Indigenous residents and ratepayers of the Shire, 

including the Yowung Illum Balluk people). I chaired the construction and 

community consultation around the interpretation elements of the High Country 

Visitors’ Information Centre $1.1 M, 2005-07), and the community consultation 

and construction of the Great Victorian Rail Trail across three Shires($14.5 M, 

2011-14). I have been on various shire committees advancing the history, 

heritage (Indigenous and European) of the Railway Precinct I was previously a 

Shire Councillor of the Delatite Shire at the time of its de-amalgamation to reform 

the Mansfield Shire in October 2002. I was then elected to the Mansfield Shire 

in its formative years, and through the period which saw the gazettal of the C1 

amendment to the Mansfield Planning Scheme, which placed the current Design 

and Development Overlay over the Subject Land. C1 described purpose of the 

Overlay on the Subject as follows: “Applies the Design and Development Overlay to 

a small area of land on the southern side of the Maroondah Highway and north of Curia 

Street to guide the design and development of buildings on the land” i Image showing 

the above description, dated 28/06/2007, outlining the intent of C1 with respect to “small parcel” 

of land which includes the Subject Land. 

 

2. MCHAC is an incorporated peak body of eleven years’ standing whose 

constitution, membership, and minutes demonstrate that it: ii images of relevant 

documents including statement of purposes and book of minutes 

(a) is a duly constituted incorporated peak community body that represents the 

Mansfield Community, the Mansfield Historical Society, Arts Mansfield, The 

Taungurung Waters and Lands Council, Yooralla Mansfield and Mansfield 

Rotary. These organisations collectively number their members in the 

hundreds. 

(b) has among its purposes to “preserve, display and celebrate the unique 

natural and built heritage of our region” and to “facilitate community 

participation in cultural heritage and arts activities to celebrate and 

strengthen our community identity. 

(c) has, as its “key enabling strategy” to “develop, operate and continuously 

improve a facility in the Mansfield township that every community member, 

business and visitor can experience and share in, to enrich themselves 

through involvement and appreciation of our region’s cultural heritage and 

the arts.” 

(d) has enabled the development of numerous developments at The Station 

Precinct and on the Railway Land and has a number of developed plans for 
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further built and interpretive facilities at The Station Precinct, two of which 

are endnoted as examples. MCHAC has also been actively involved in the 

advancement of the Mansfield Shire’s Station Precinct Masterplan.1 It is 

currently working with the Shire of Mansfield, the Mansfield Historical 

Society, and The Taungurung Waters and Lands Council and to submit 

applications at the end of February to the Department of The Premier and 

Cabinet, Rural Development Victoria, and Bushfire Recovery Victoria for 

further cultural and historical developments on the precinct. iii Keeping Place 

Plan and Business Plan. Current Plan for Taungurung and Mansfield Historical Society 

Joint Facility. 

 

3. MCHAC will contend in this submission that DDO1/ Schedule 1 of the Mansfield 

LPPF specifies that the site is of direct relevance to MCHAC, as, under 43.02-6 

(below) The Station Precinct is classified as “an identified Heritage Place” by the 

Overlay HO31 in the Mansfield Planning Scheme 2, and The Station Precinct and 

its built forms are part of the “adjacent buildings, the streetscape and the area”. They 

are succinctly described as of relevance to the Application in the following parts of 

DDO1 and its Schedule 1 (Township Gateways and Alpine Approaches), and in 

the Heritage Overlay and its Schedule  as follows: 

 
43.02-6 31/07/2018 VC148 Decision guidelines: Before deciding on an application, in 

addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the responsible authority must 

consider, as appropriate:  

•Whether the bulk, location and appearance of any proposed buildings and works will 

be in keeping with the character and appearance of adjacent buildings, the streetscape 

or the area.  

•Whether the design, form, layout, proportion and scale of any proposed buildings and 

works is compatible with the period, style, form, proportion, and scale of any identified 

heritage places surrounding the site. 

 

…and .. 

 

43.01-8 24/01/2020 VC160 Decision guidelines Before deciding on an application, in 

addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the responsible authority must 

consider, as appropriate:  

•The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework. The 

significance of the heritage place and whether the proposal will adversely affect the 

natural or cultural significance of the place. 

 
1 https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Council%20Agenda%20-%2021%20May%202019.pdf 
https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Council%20Minutes%20-%2021%20May%202019.pdf 
2 https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/mansfield/ordinance/43_01s_mans.pdf?_ga=2.156844222.448583654
.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737 

https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Council%20Agenda%20-%2021%20May%202019.pdf
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4. MCHAC also contends that Section 65-01 of the Planning and Environment Act 

19873 is of direct relevance to MCHAC’s defence of the heritage, cultural and 

natural qualities of the Railway Land with respect to the “purpose of the overlay”, 

“orderly planning”, “proximity of the subject land to public land”, “traffic”, “road safety”,  

“amenity” and “Section 60 of the Act” (including environmental, economic and social 

harm concerns, and their relationship to the concept of “Net Community Benefit”  

(Clause 71.02-1 of the Planning Policy Framework ). These are laid out in 

MCHAC’s Statement of Grounds iv, (a picture of MCHAC’s Statement of Grounds) along 

with other Grounds, elaborated upon later in this Submission. “Net Community 

Benefit” is MCHAC’s first Ground. 

 

5. MCHAC also notes the phrase that heads Section 65 that states “because a permit 

can be granted, it does not mean it will be granted”, and understands this, relevant 

legislation such as that relating to the “Number of Objectors”, and legal precedent 

as tempering the statements which we have seen in numerous parts of the 

Application, the Practice Day Hearing submissions and in Expert Witness 

statements which appear to use the phrase “as of right” in such a way as to imply 

there may be no case to argue. 

  

6. C1, being the state mandated “foundation” amendment for the new shire, involved 

significant and extensive community consultation, and, specifically, saw significant 

changes in the protections of the “Township Gateway and Alpine Approach” in the 

form of DDO1 (VPP43.02) 4and its Schedule (LPP 43.02 )5 and changes which led 

to the current Municipal Strategic Statement (LPP21.01 – 21.10)6, setting a 

strategic direction for the new shire which is consistent with its Refusal to grant a 

permit to this design and development proposal at the Subject site. In their view of 

the matter, the Shire of Mansfield and 254 legitimate Objectors who have fulfilled 

the requirements of the Local Government Act 2020 in their Objections, are as one. 

 

7. MCHAC’s Statement of Grounds includes non-compliance with the Design and 

Development Overlay (DDO1), and its Schedule 1 (Township Gateway and Alpine 

Approach), and other issues specified in paragraph 48 of this submission which 

apply to the Planning Scheme, including but not limited to multiple significant 

impacts on community amenity. In addition MCHAC contends that the Application 

fails to comply with a number of the provisions of Council’s adopted “Township 

 
3 https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/65_01.pdf?_ga=2.229802975.292905067.1612617084-
1594510112.1607861737 
4https://planningschemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/43_02.pdf?_ga=2.253667072.800868145.16078
61737-1594510112.1607861737 
5 https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/mansfield/ordinance/43_02s01_mans.pdf?_ga=2.159549624.4485836
54.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737 
6 https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-amendments/browse-planning-scheme/planning-
scheme?f.Scheme%7CplanningSchemeName=mansfield 
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Approaches, Planning and Guidelines Study”7, which is formally progressing 

towards gazettal by a Council Resolution8, (motion to be found on page 6 of 

referenced Minutes) and is part of the Shire’s “Municipal Planning Strategy and 

Planning Policy Framework” which 43.01-8 24/01/2020 VC160, as previously 

mentioned, specify must be considered, albeit with less weight than gazetted 

provisions. MCHAC emphatically contests the Applicant’s Ground 6 which states, 

“The proposal will have no adverse impact on the character and amenity of the 

area and has responded appropriately to the dwellings surrounding the site” which 

is an unsupportable assertion. MCHAC also rejects all of the Applicant’s other 

Grounds. 

 

HISTORY OF HO31,  THE MANSFIELD ALPINE APPROACH/GATEWAY and its 

RELATIONSHIP TO THE APPLICATION 

 

8. THE MODERN HISTORY: The history of the subject land is crucial to an 

understanding of the community’s involvement in shaping the LPPF for the land 

and its strategic underpinning within the Municipal Strategic Statement9 . The 

“modern history” begins with the Mansfield Shire being the only one of Victoria’s 

78 (now 79) municipalities to redraw its boundaries in 2002 (in the form of reforming 

the previous municipality) following the 1994 amalgamations. C1, being the state 

mandated “foundation” amendment for the new shire, involved significant and 

extensive community consultation, and, specifically, saw significant changes in the 

protections of the “Township Gateway and Alpine Approach” in the form of DDO1 

(VPP43.02) 10and its Schedule (LPP 43.02 )11 and changes which led to the current 

Municipal Strategic Statement (LPP21.01 – 21.10)12, which is also elaborated upon 

in this Submission, and is the strategic underpinning of the concepts of the Alpine 

Approach and the Township Gateway and their protections under the LPPF. The 

compelling argument for the restructure was “community of interest”, a long held 

principle within local government, defined many years ago by Lonie and Gifford 

and embraced within the Mansfield community to the point of forging a consensus 

around restructure, and subsequently acceded to by the Minister for Planning and 

 
7https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Agenda%2026%20June%20201
8.pdf 
https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Attachment%2010.4.1%20Township%20Housing%20and
%20Approaches%20Strategy.pdf 
8 https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Council%20Minutes%20-18%20August%202020.pdf 
   https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/_Council%20Agenda%20-18%20August%202020.pdf 
9 https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/mansfield/ordinance/21_mss00_mans.pdf?_ga=2.74664913.2929050
67.1612617084-1594510112.1607861737 
10https://planningschemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/43_02.pdf?_ga=2.253667072.800868145.1607
861737-1594510112.1607861737 
11 https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/mansfield/ordinance/43_02s01_mans.pdf?_ga=2.159549624.4485836
54.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737 
12 https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-amendments/browse-planning-scheme/planning-
scheme?f.Scheme%7CplanningSchemeName=mansfield 

https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Agenda%2026%20June%202018.pdf
https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Agenda%2026%20June%202018.pdf
https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Council%20Minutes%20-18%20August%202020.pdf
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in orders by the Governor in Council. It was “community of interest” that itself led 

directly to the protection of the gateway in C1. 

“Lonie and Gifford”: Local Government Handbook: Fourth Ed, 1961:v 

 

 
 

 

 

9. THE PRECEDING YEARS: The community history with involvement in The 

Railway Land as public land forming part of the town gateway, is, however, very 

much older than that, and starts with the need to transport goods and passengers 

in the era of the horse and cart. The land which is the subject of this Application is 

directly opposite the Mansfield Station Precinct. The Station (and its railhead) was 

completed in 1890, is of a traditional timber design, and features many original 

fixtures including pressed metal interior walls, original doors and timber panelling, 

a full length signal bay window and  original light fittings. The railway was the major 

conduit for the agriculture and timber industries that followed the population boom 

based on the Upper Goulburn goldfield. As roads improved and trucks became 

larger, rail use declined, and the last train left the Station in 1978. Subsequently a 

prolonged campaign fought by the community in the 1980s managed to preserve 

the Station Precinct (30 acres) as a Crown Reserve, vi (a summary of the community 

campaign to hold the Railway land in public hands) Within the Crown Reserve sits HO31 

which lists the Station, the Platform and the Goods Shed as its more recent 

important built elements. The Station itself, now within HO31, formed the first 

Township Gateway as trains brought goods and passengers to and from the Hume 

corridor at Tallarook. Along with the story of our First People, the Yowung Illum 

Balluk, Ned Kelly, gold, timber, agriculture and The Alps, The Station holds a 

central part in Mansfield’s history, even more so as it has always been “the end of 

the line”  
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10. C1 recognised this history, and named this part of the Maroondah Highway within 

the LPPF as the “ALPINE APPROACH/TOWN GATEWAY”. The DDO over the 

land defines the P505/2020 as the other side of the “ALPINE APPROACH/TOWN 

GATEWAY”, the other being the Station Precinct.  Since the Precinct was 

prevented from being sold by the State into consolidated revenue, the following 

developments have flowed, many involving MCHAC: 

a: construction and operation of the HighCountry Visitors’ Information 

Centre 

b: construction and operation of the railhead of Australia’s longest rail 

trail, the Great Victorian Rail Trail. 

c: construction of public barbeque facilities (Apex Club) 

d: purchase and fitting out of three railway carriages (Mansfield Historical 

Society), ongoing tenancy and displays in the Station building and 

development of the “High Country History” on-line hub. 

e: installation of numerous different elements celebrating the living 

culture and heritage of the First Peoples of the Mansfield Valley, the 

Yowung Illum Balluk (Stone Dwelling People) of the Taungurung Clans 

of the Kulin Nation. 

 

11. The prolonged process (1980s) that saw “The Railway Precinct”  remain in public 

ownership has since led to an ongoing high level of community engagement in 

Planning issues (see above references) which affect the precinct and development 

of the precinct. The relevance of this is that it forms the northern pillar of the Town 

Gateway and Alpine Approach as defined in the DDO on the subject land. C1 

describes the DDO as covering, quote, “ a small parcel of land”. This clearly signals 

its intent to guide development within the Overlay to protect the gateway and the 

Station Precinct from inappropriate development. Community engagement in the 

decision making and planning on the land has included, but is not limited to: 

(i)(C1) Public Input into the process which saw the current DDO on the 

land gazetted. 

(ii) Station Precinct Masterplan and Implementation Plan. Masterplan 

established for the Precinct with widespread community input13. 

(iii) The original public engagement in keeping the land in public hands 

(endnote (v)) 

(iv)High Country Visitors Information Centre .. construction and 

interpretation with widespread community consultation by Greg Burgess 

Architects and David Lancashire Designs and community donations 

(v) Great Victorian Rail Trail .. public engagement in the construction and 

interpretation of the Trail. 

(vi) MCHAC : community development of architectural drawings and 

business plan for “The Keeping Place” (now to be incorporated into the 

“Community Hub” within the Precinct Masterplan (below).   

(vii) the development and subsequent maintenance work over 30 years 

of the voluntary group “Friends of the Wetlands”  

 
13https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Attachment%2010.2.1a%20-
%20Station%20Precinct%20Masterplan%20and%20Implementation%20plan.pdf  
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(viii) the development of the Mansfield Kindergarten’s “Bush Kinder” 

programme, held weekly in the precinct. 

(ix) more recent LPPF strategic planning work which has developed 

adopted the Township Approaches Planning and Guidelines Study an adopted 

policy of the Shire which is currently progressing towards gazettal.  

  

12. The relevance of this history, community involvement, and the governance 

processes and planning strategies that have sat behind it, is that the land the 

Applicant has applied to develop is directly opposite the Railway Station, the Goods 

Shed, the Platform and the High Country Visitors’ Information Centre, the most 

important built elements in the Station Precinct (HO31, HO19). While the Station 

or the Goods Shed themselves are not Heritage listed, the precinct and its 

important built elements have a Heritage Overlay which protects them from 

developments that will adversely affect their heritage values, and the DDO1 and 

its Schedule provide very specific protections for “surrounding heritage sites”, 

which the HO31 defines as being directly opposite the subject site. It is also true 

that because of its multiple important built elements, and because it is 

demonstrably the most important place of Indigenous recognition in the Shire, the 

HO31 Overlay land is certainly the largest and among the most important Heritage 

Precinct in the Shire of Mansfield. Those gazetted protections, the long term public 

engagement in the strategic planning applicable to the precinct within the MSS, 

and the various arguments that show this Proposal fails the test of “Net Community 

Benefit” are the central subjects of this submission. 

It is often said in VCAT planning cases that communities need to be involved in 

Strategic Planning using the provisions of the Local Government Act to from a 

vision for their Municipality, rather than becoming involved in large numbers of 

Objections “after the fact”. 

MCHAC contends that the strength of our case lies exactly in that point .. that is, 

there is solid evidence that  the Mansfield Community and its Council, following the 

due processes of the Local Government Act 1987 (now 2020) did the strategic 

planning many years ago, placing provisions in the LPPF that now enable both 

Council and the community, speaking as one, to defend the Subject Land against 

inappropriate development, in this case a development and a design that lay well 

outside the provisions of DDO1 and its Schedule. 

This is very much the proactive planning and community involvement to provide an 

orderly planning scheme, rather than the reactive planning that might see spurious 

grounds brought forward to VCAT. “Community engagement” and “Strategic 

Planning” are the first two principles of The Local Government Act 202014. MCHAC 

contends that this defence of its planning scheme by Council and its community 

will demonstrate the power of both.  

To go straight to those principles, this submission now explores the solid strategic 

background that underpins the concept of the “Alpine Approach”, which alongside 

the concept of the “Township Gateway” forms the heading of The Schedule to 

DDO1. 

 

 
14  
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“THE ALPINE APPROACH”  

 

13. The term “ALPINE APPROACH” .vii The “Township Gateway and Alpine Approach” from 

the Melbourne Hill, Mt Buller (right), Mt Stirling (left). reprises another, older, and very 

important section of the Mansfield Planning Scheme, SLO115, which is also headed 

ALPINE APPROACH SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE AREA.  SLO1 applies to all the 

farmland between the eastern approach to Mansfield and the township of Merrijig, 

and onward to the base of the mountains and the border of the Shire with the Alpine 

Resorts managed land at Sawmill Settlement and Mirrimbah. This explains why 

there is a direct reference to Merrijig in DDO1 despite there being no land with a 

DDO1 overlay in the Merrijig Township. “ALPINE APPROACH” is also in the 

heading of DDO1 because the two Overlays are synergistic with respect to their 

intent with respect to the protection of the “Alpine Approach”, a unifying concept in 

the Planning Scheme, including the in MSS and in incorporated documents that 

will be discussed later. 

14. One of the Statements of Grounds written by a party to the defence of Council’s 

Refusal describes in detail some of the politics, planning processes and thinking 

behind the “Alpine Approach”. It was submitted by the former Liberal Party MLC 

for Central Highlands Province, who was involved as landholder in sacrificing 

subdivision rights in favour of the SLO1 gazettal, and who was later instrumental 

in the process which prevented the State from selling the Railway Land to the 

highest bidder. The Hon Eadley (Graeme) Stoney MLC is currently the vice 

President of MCHAC, and a signatory to this Submission (p 47) His SoG describes 

an important part of the history in understanding the significance of the term “Alpine 

Approach” within the Mansfield LPPF:viii 1 Statement of Grounds, Eadley (Graeme) Stoney 

MLC, re the “Alpine Approach” origins 

“1. Around 40 years ago, I represented (and  I was one spokesman) at 

AAT hearings on behalf of  50 farmers ( including myself)  who owned  land 

adjacent to the highways that led to Mansfield and the High Country. These 

landowners supported the development of a plan to protect the highway 

aesthetics and town gateways.  They took this stance despite the fact that such 

a plan would detract from future opportunities to develop and subdivide their 

farms into small farmlets.  One catalyst that generated the debate was an 

application for a service station and restaurant to be built in the middle of the 

best view of the mountains between Mansfield and Merrijig. After a bitter 

campaign, the Alpine Approach scheme was developed and proclaimed and  

over-development  was successfully stopped.”. 

The application for the Service Station was on “Buttercup Hill”, like the 

“Melbourne Hill” in Mansfield, the place where arrival in the Alps is heralded by 

 
15 https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/42_03.pdf?_ga=2.202139412.448583654.1611957115-
1594510112.1607861737 
https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/mansfield/ordinance/42_03s01_mans.pdf?_ga=2.190409518.4485836
54.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737 

https://planning-schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/42_03.pdf?_ga=2.202139412.448583654.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737
https://planning-schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/42_03.pdf?_ga=2.202139412.448583654.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737
https://planning-schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/42_03.pdf?_ga=2.202139412.448583654.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737
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cresting a steep hill. 
ixButtercup Hill .. the site of a Service Station Application in the 1980s which led to the community 

consensus around strategic planning to enshrine the protections and meanings of “The Alpine 

Approach”. 

  
The scenarios are eerily similar, and this background is important in 

consideration of this application. The  planning principles  developed and 

supported  then  by the majority of  farmers (and at great long term  personal 

cost to some), remain the same, and the “Number of Objectors” to this 

Application (254) indicates that  even after 40 years the majority of the next 

generation of  residents and ratepayers have not changed their views on the 

importance of protecting the Town Gateways and Alpine Approach. Mr Stoney’s 

Statement of Grounds continues: 

 “2. It (the convenience restaurant) will cause irretrievable aesthetic damage to 

the town entrance and rural image of Mansfield. As well it will seriously detract 

from the heritage and historical aspects of the former railway station and 

associated 30 acres of community land situated directly opposite the proposed 

project. 

3. This proposed facility will influence motorists including drivers of large trucks 

including B Doubles, to not use the Truck bypass (now under construction) but 

instead be attracted to the proposed fast food stop. Truck drivers then would 

have no option but to proceed through the main part of town or on minor streets 

not designed for such use”. 

Mr Stoney was the driving force behind the development of the High Country 

History Hub, and it is instructive for anyone to “understand” the Mansfield 

Community and its passion for its history, its heritage, and its mountains, and 

the value and values that underpin HO31 to follow the links within that 

resource.16 

 
16 https://www.highcountryhistory.org.au/ 
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MCHAC notes particularly his words: These landowners supported the 

development of a plan to protect the highway aesthetics and town gateways.  

They took this stance despite the fact that such a plan would detract from future 

opportunities to develop and subdivide their farms into small farmlets.That is to 

say, the protection of the Town gateways was a major factor in what was 

arguably the most important amendment of the 1980s, and then again twenty 

years later in C1. The irony is that another 20 years on an Application for an 

inappropriate development and design at the designated Town Gateway seeks 

to challenge principles which are deeply embedded in 40 years of strategic 

planning. The intent behind the concept and its objectives were reframed in C& 

(2007) as: 17 

 22.07 ALPINE APPROACHES 08/03/2007 C7This policy applies to Alpine areas and all major 
approaches to the Alpine areas within the Mansfield Shire. For the purpose of this policy the Alpine 
Approach roads (the major approaches) are: ƒ Maroondah Highway ƒ Mount Buller Road ƒ Mansfield-
Woods Point Road (Jamieson Road) ƒ Mansfield-Whitfield Road (Tolmie Road) Note: The traditional 
‘Alpine Approach’ from Mansfield Township to the foot of Mount Buller is designated as the ‘Alpine 
Approach Significant Landscape Area’ and is subject to the Significant Landscape Overlay, SLO1. 
Overlay SLO1 does not cover the other Alpine Approaches covered by this policy. Policy Basis Mount 
Buller is Victoria’s most popular ski resort with approximately 350,000 visitors annually. Mount Stirling 
is also a very popular cross country skiing area. Mount Stirling has been considered for development 
as a complementary downhill ski resort to Mount Buller, but is now designated for more nature-based 
recreational activities. Mount Stirling generates significant visitor numbers in its own right for activities 
such as cross country skiing and bushwalking. The Alpine National Park surrounds Mount Buller and 
Mount Stirling. The approaches to the mountains and their influence on Mansfield and surrounds 
during the winter months require special planning consideration, particularly signage. Mansfield 
Township’s Role as an Alpine Approach Linear development along the major routes into and out 
of the Mansfield township should be sensitive to the role that the township plays as an “Alpine 
Approach”. Development of land along the Maroondah Highway on the western entry into town 
should be designed in such a way that the ‘gateway’ to the Alpine areas is promoted and 
themed in such a way that it becomes obvious to locals and visitors alike that the township of 
Mansfield has embraced its heritage and capitalised on its attractiveness. Development along 
the Mount Buller road exit out of the township on the eastern side of Mansfield should also retain 
these themes, however, it is acknowledged that the northern side of Mount Buller Road is the 
preferred linear corridor in the township for business, commercial, mixed use and service industry 
development Objectives ƒ Ensure that development is commensurate with the principles of 
environmentally sustainable development. ƒ Recognise that the approaches to Mount Buller and 
Mount Stirling warrant special attention in the context of planning and development to 
maintain a high visual amenity. ƒ Ensure that development is sited and designed to minimise 
any adverse visual and environmental impact.x 1 SLO MAPS: Green represents the “SLO ALPINE 
APPROACH” 

 

15. The term ALPINE APPROACH in the case of both overlays (one in the township 

and one in the farmlands between Mansfield and the mountains) is a direct 

reference to the landscapes, heritage values and character that the overlays seek 

to protect, and has a resounding historic and cultural resonance to the people that 

live in our district. Both SLO1 and DDO1 have very strong references to setbacks 

and to limiting building impacts, in both cases to protect both view lines to, the 

character of, and the amenities associated with the Alpine landscape. Specifically 

and historically, they have guided Council decisions about buildings and 

development works intruding on the character, unique qualities of, and heritage 

 
17 file://cgp-svr/Folder%20Redirection/willT/Downloads/df35f27d-6c70-e811-a860-000d3ad0ed15_df624c82-
6217-4a6d-8ec4-6cbea6ef99ac_22_lpp07_mans%20(2).pdf 
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values of the “Alpine Approach”. Both Overlays in their wording and purpose are 

also synergistic with the “branding” of the Mansfield District as “The High Country” 
xi (images of the “Branding” of “the High Country”) and it is noted that the Visitor’s Centre 

directly opposite the DDO1 land was built as the “High Country Visitors’ Centre” 

and designed to reprise a mountain cattleman’s hut after extensive community 

consultation by award winning architect, Gregory Burgess in 2005.xii(image of the High 

Country Visitors Information Centre with subject site .. directly behind it and opposite it on the 

Maroondah Hwy) 

 
 

16. MCHAC also notes that the road reserve approach, as in many towns, has 

“Avenues of Honour” of established street trees, and that anything which is not in 

keeping with the “unique” character of these very local memorials detracts from the 

“arrival” qualities that the DDO seeks to protect. The Mansfield CWA characterises 

planting that began in 1934 as “The Gateway Project”, and it is noted that the 

almost 100 year old “concept” held within that description accords exactly with the 

intent of the Schedule to DDO, which is headed Township Gateway and Alpine 

Approach.xiii Images showing the CWA “Gateway Project”, the Town Gateway, and the polar 

plantings from 1934 (subject site in distance, on the right, signage likely to be visible from “The 

Melbourne Hill” where the photograph was taken.) 
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17. The “Alpine Approach” also has synergies with the values of our residents and 

ratepayers. With respect to the Mansfield community’s “values” a recent survey 

was carried out by Council to inform the development of the Council Plan.18  The 

community was asked to identify the key reasons  why they lived here. The majority 

of answers listed the sense of community, the lifestyle, family connections, the 

beautiful countryside and the high levels of amenity. This Application puts those 

reasons under threat should the Objections of the community and its Council in this 

matter not be upheld. In that regard, MCHAC contends that visual amenity is 

enshrined within the concept of the “Alpine Approach” in the LPPF. The Design 

and Development of the Application have a lack of synergy with, or sympathy with 

the “Alpine Approach”. 

The appended endnote image is a depiction of the Mansfield Township, its Alpine 

Approaches, and its geographical relationship to the hinterland that gives it its 

character.xivFrom the Township Approaches Planning and Guidelines Study .. the Township 

Approaches 

 

 
18 https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/FINAL%20COMBINED%20CP_SRP%202020.pdf 
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“NATURAL and CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE” and “HERITAGE” SIGNIFICANCE 

of A FAST FOOD DRIVE-THROUGH RESTAURANT (The Application) 

COMPARED TO “NATURAL and CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE” and “HERITAGE” 

SIGNIFICANCE of the ALPINE APPROACH and/or TOWN GATEWAY(the DDO):  

 

18. This submission seeks here to examine in detail the meaning and intent behind the 

words in these sections of the LPPF and MSS: 

43.02-6 31/07/2018 VC148 Decision guidelines: Before deciding on an application, in 

addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the responsible authority must consider, 

as appropriate:  

•Whether the bulk, location and appearance of any proposed buildings and works will be 

in keeping with the character and appearance of adjacent buildings, the streetscape or the 

area.  

•Whether the design, form, layout, proportion and scale of any proposed buildings and 

works is compatible with the period, style, form, proportion, and scale of any identified 

heritage places surrounding the site. 

 

…and .. 
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43.01-8 24/01/2020 VC160 Decision guidelines Before deciding on an application, in 

addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the responsible authority must consider, 

as appropriate:  

•The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework. The significance of 

the heritage place and whether the proposal will adversely affect the natural or cultural 

significance of the place. 

 

And 

22-07:Linear development along the major routes into and out of the Mansfield township 

should be sensitive to the role that the township plays as an “Alpine Approach”. 

Development of land along the Maroondah Highway on the western entry into town should 

be designed in such a way that the ‘gateway’ to the Alpine areas is promoted and themed 

in such a way that it becomes obvious to locals and visitors alike that the township of 

Mansfield has embraced its heritage and capitalised on its attractiveness. Recognise that 

the approaches to Mount Buller and Mount Stirling warrant special attention in the context 

of planning and development to maintain a high visual amenity. ƒ Ensure that development 

is sited and designed to minimise any adverse visual and environmental impact. 

 

MCHAC contends that these DDO and its Schedule and HO31 (43.01-8 

24/01/2020 VC160) protect the “heritage” values and the “natural and cultural 

significance” of the Town Gateway, and contends that the proposal fails to 

satisfy both the zoning requirements (with respect particularly to amenity .. see 

para 48 (ii),) and also the overlay. It is clear in the C1 explanatory notes that 

DDO1 was put in place to guide the protection of the heritage, natural values 

and cultural significance of the Gateway. As previously stated, this is further 

strengthened historically by the site’s history as the place of arrival of the station 

itself, by the holding of the district’s history there, and by the keeping of the 

Mansfield Valley’s First Peoples stories on the site. 

 

This submission will argue other aspects later, but the issue of the Mansfield 

Shire’s heritage, its natural and cultural values, its character and its uniqueness, 

which the planning scheme enshrines in this location is only meaningful if they 

are compared in a dispassionate way with  the heritage, natural values, 

character and uniqueness or otherwise of the high volume drive through fast 

food industry. It is likely other speakers will elaborate upon this.  

 

19. Neither is this discussion about a particular high volume fast food franchise 

(company) with a drive through. It is about all of them, as they all share the same 

qualities, characteristics, throw away cultures, and business models. All are 

dictated by the need to deliver shareholder (or in some cases, private) profit, an 

entirely normal thing for any company to do. With that imperative, however, comes 

a way of doing business that is not necessarily in sympathy with its geographical 

or social context, or the planning framework that protects that context. This is 

exactly the case with this Application. 
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20. MCHAC contends that 43.01-8 24/01/2020 VC160 is asking the responsible authority 

(first Council, and now the Tribunal Review process) a number of specific 

questions. Given HO31 is a “surrounding heritage place” as defined in the DDO, and 

given that the Subject Land lies squarely in the (DDO defined)” Township Gateway 

and Alpine Approach” , will the proposal adversely affect the “natural or cultural 

significance” of HO31, and in  2.0 02/03/2006 C1(Part 1) will it “create visual interest and 

enhance alpine and gateway character.”. 22-07: is further asking whether the design 

and development is “designed in such a way that the ‘gateway’ to the Alpine areas is 

promoted and themed in such a way that it becomes obvious to locals and visitors alike 

that the township of Mansfield has embraced its heritage and capitalised on its 

attractiveness”.  To answer the question, MCHAC contends that the specified 

cultural and natural symbolism of both needs to be directly compared. The reason 

to do this is that this land is literally the first thing seen at the gateway Mansfield 

Township Gateway, a large part of the “first impression” for visitors, and a large 

part of the amenity of “homecoming” for residents, both relevant factors in both the 

LPPF and, at a strategic level, in the Mansfield Shire’s Municipal Strategic 

Staement 

 

21. So .. how do the two compare? Analysis of HO31, and the concept of the High 

Country culture, its ethos, its branding and its history, have been formally studied 

and evaluated, and will be presented in detail in another submission. Suffice it to 

say they include the love of “nature”. Images of the outdoors, of mountains, lakes 

and rivers, of food cooked slowly, and enjoyed in company, perhaps seated around 

a campfire or at home, food that is not packaged and not processed, is ordered 

and served in person at tables and is fresh and grown locally, of regular exercise, 

of drinking tea or coffee and of natural materials and natural, muted colours, and 

of re-using the basic implements of eating are all associated with “The High 

Country”.. Some of that image is demonstrably romantic, but much of it is the reality 

of what visitors seek when they visit, and locals seek and achieve in their daily lives 

and recreation. It can, moreover, be seen on display in brochures, information and 

interpretation on display on any day in the High Country Visitor information centre, 

opposite the Subject Land. Many High Country values are also enshrined in various 

parts of the LPPF and are strategically underpinned in the Municipal Strategic 

Statement (discussed in para 46, below). 

 

22.  The high volume drive through fast food industry, by contrast, (given the 

Application states 80% of its business will be drive through) is based on of 

convenience and speed, of eating food in a vehicle, not a family table (the motor 

car as dining room), of a food branding and packaging that is uniform around the 

world rather than local, of food that is highly processed, of food that has been 

refrigerated, of a business name which can be found all over the world, of highly 

visible and ubiquitous food branding, marketing and  advertising, the nuse of 

screens rather than personal service, of free inducements for children of 

merchandised plastic toys, of ordering by screen, bright colours, the on-line gaming 

game “monopoly, ”of a built form which involves parking lots and drive throughs, of 

cheap drinks made of sugar, water and carbon dioxide, deep fried food that is 
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highly or ultra-processed, disposable packaging and disposable, plastic 

implements that are likely in many cases to be thrown out the window. 
xv The typical values of the ultraprocessed fast food franchise drive through: An inducement 

to eat more ultra-processed drinks and sugary drinks through gaming. Entrance to store: 

Swan Hill, 2020. Inducements to children with free gifts. A typical “advertising brightly 

coloured rubbish bin offering a cheap sugar drink as inducement to spend “loose change”.  

These are the realities embodied in the business model of high volume fast food 

franchise drive throughs all over the world. It also cannot be argued that such a 

business model is in any sense safe in the context of infection risk, as a number of 

recent outbreaks in Victoria have been linked to such businesses, and their drive 

throughs have needed to be closed as representing a high infection risk.19 20  

 

23.  MCHAC is arguing that these two sets of cultural and natural values are, in fact, 

so different that they are demonstrably antithetical to each other. Neither can this 

discussion be confined to “use” because the function of such establishments is a 

thing which is enshrined within the built form of the development, in this case the 

built form of the tightly packed parking lot, the built form of the typical box shaped 

building in this case in a colour palette used in a corporate colour scheme, the built 

form of the drive through (in this case highly visible from the Maroondah Highway) 

and finally, the built form and messaging of the thing that this Application has been 

asked by the responsible Council to produce and has failed to do so .. its signage 

plan. All these built form elements, including but not limited to the signage. This will 

be discussed later, but the conclusion is clear. The Planning Scheme instructs 

protection of the town gateway against all the natural and cultural associations and 

visual amenity impacts that are an integral part of the business model, built 

elements and signage of the high volume fast food franchise drive through industry. 

MCHAC does not argue that this has no place anywhere. Not at all. We are arguing 

that this business model does not belong in our Town Gateway with this design 

and development, or, in fact, anywhere on the 40 year old designated Alpine 

Approach. 

This “natural and cultural” significance conflict is not limited to one of these 

companies, but common to all. MCHAC has contended, as have the Shire, that the 

DDO requires a signage plan.  

In its absence, it is reasonable to raise another fear about the “most likely” or 

“targeted” tenant, and a branding aspect of the signage they would need which is 

quite separate from its size, quantity, colour and associated directional signage 

that the DDO deems inappropriate in the town gateway. The fear is about its 

symbolism being in direct competition with that of the “Town Gateway” and the 

“Alpine Approach”. 

 
19 https://7news.com.au/lifestyle/health-wellbeing/coronavirus-australia-victoria-mcdonalds-in-fawkner-
outbreak-now-has-six-confirmed-cases-c-1034676 
20 https://9now.nine.com.au/a-current-affair/coronavirus-stage-four-confusion-as-victorian-businesses-
question-how-they-can-continue-operating-and-residents-panic-buy/5c8860fe-6b85-4191-b985-
53bacee6432e 
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The most likely tenant is, in fact, linked intimately to the architect, whose website 

at the time of the Application (now taken down and “coming soon”)xvi, shows that 

at that time it worked for only one such company, and the logo over the architect’s 

doorway has the exact and recognizable form as the “Golden Arches”.  

xviiFront entrance of the architectural firm McIntyre and Cross .. date not confirmed, but true image 

of firm entrance showing archway logo, and images from website 

 

 

MCHAC holds a fear with respect to the fact that as with respect to signage, it is 

also the case that the imagery, merchandising, packaging, and advertising of the 

market leader of this industry, which has brand recognition equal to any in the 

world, contains the image now widely known in the vernacular as the “Golden 

Arches”. While the origins of the logo are contested, the use of that name in the 

popular vernacular now has a clear meaning, and that meaning is the meaning of 

an arch. “arrival”. An “arch” is by definition, (Oxford:)A curved symmetrical structure 

spanning an opening and typically supporting the weight of a bridge, roof, or wall above it) 

an expression of entrance into what lies beyond. Were this conceptual and built 

form framework to become a reality, it would be the “next step” in degrading the 

local nature of the Town Gateway and the Alpine Approach. It would, in fact, be an 

albeit unconscious and unintentional but real, appropriation of the gateway that 

belongs to Mansfield, by a gateway symbol belonging to a corporate entity. It would 
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not be possible to argue this is not so except by denying that an “arch” is an 

entrance or by denying that the “golden arches” is not a vernacular term of unusual 

resonance and meaning. The company logo would ,in fact, be sitting in conceptual 

competition with the real conceptual archway, which belongs to the residents and 

ratepayers of Mansfield and its Council, and is enshrined in the concept of the 

Township Gateway and Alpine Approach. The idea of “entry” should not be allowed 

to be (albeit unconsciously) diluted by a competing bright yellow internally 

illuminated image belonging to a highly advertised, branded food company. 

MCHAC contends that the Mansfield Planning Scheme, within the LPPF, the MSS 

and its incorporated documents, afford protection to the amenity, and “natural and 

cultural significance” of our Township Gateway and to The Alpine Approach in all 

these regards and repeat they are common to all the possible tenants.. 

There is no logical way to argue that a design development of this built form in 

this location complies with the Design and Development Overlay on the Subject 

Land. If this Application were to proceed, MCHAC contends our gateway character 

and our values would not only be not “enhanced”, as the DDO requires, but they 

would be significantly and permanently degraded. 

 

THE APPLICATION (this section goes over known facts, and is included for 

completeness and later reference, but only 32 and 33 have points of argument). 

24. P119/19, Shire File Reference: DA6938: ”Convenience Restaurant" was lodged 

with the Mansfield Shire Council on 25/10/2019. The Shire requested, by 

correspondence on 21/11/20 more information in the form of approximately 12 

different points. Among these was a request that the Application be resubmitted 

together with a neighbouring Application for Amendment to a Planning Permit: 

P164A17, File Ref: DA6232/2 "Service Station and Convenience Store”, as the two 

developments showed an interconnecting carriageway, and a request to comply 

with various provisions of the Design and Development Overlay, including the 

submission of a signage plan, and a realignment of the plan to “maintain the 

continuity and alignment of built form to the street by ensuring the primary building 

frontage is to High St., and “removing the drive-through from the frontage”. xviii (Shire 

Correspondence referred to in text in response to the Application, making a number of requests 

which were not actioned by the Applicant). 

25. The Applicant replied on 20/12/2019. Among the more significant deficiencies of 

the reply was a refusal to combine the Applications, the refusal to furnish a signage 

plan, a failure to reconfigure the plans in any of the ways the shire requested.  

 

26. Having exhausted this process, P119/19, Shire File Reference: DA6938: 

”Convenience Restaurant" was advertised to residents and ratepayers. I have a 

personal recollection of talking to one of the Shire Planners at that time, who 

explained that the view was that the plan (as well as neighbouring Service Station 

Application) was very incomplete, but that the process of negotiating a new plan 
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was getting nowhere and that the Shire had no choice but to advertise it and the 

neighbouring Application as they were. 

 

27. At the ordinary Council Meeting on 17 March 2020, before one hundred residents 

with others listening to the local radio station broadcast due to coronavirus 

restrictions, the Officers report 21 recommended that a Notice of Refusal to Grant 

a Planning Permit be issued for the proposed use and development.  It listed 

thirteen Grounds.  

 

28. Council had on its agenda papers 254 Objections, with 6 submissions in favour of 

the proposal and one indeterminate. Twenty-six oral submissions against the 

proposal were heard. One submitter, and the Applicant spoke in favour of the 

Application. Council asked a number of questions of the Applicant. Council 

Refused the Application unanimously (5/0) 22  

 

29. Subsequently, the Applicant lodged an Application for review with VCAT on March 

27, 2020.  VCAT recorded it as P505/2020. The Application rejected each of 

Council’s thirteen grounds. 

 

30. 180 Statements of Grounds were submitted to VCAT by neighbours other 

community members, and community organisations such as MCHAC in support of 

Council’s decision.  

 

31. The Applicant then applied for a Practice Day Hearing, in an attempt to exclude 

“use” from this hearing. In doing so, the Applicant invoked The Tecoma ruling, 

stating:  

 
The Senior Member, Jeanette Rickards, “set aside” that request (and a request 

to have this and a neighbouring Service Station Amendment Application heard 

concurrently), and confirmed the dates for two separate hearings. 

 

32. With respect to the Application itself, it is noted by MCHAC that the Applicant made 

several references to “use” in the permit Application (as submitted to Council on 

25/10/19). Having used this as an argument to convince Council to grant a permit, 

 
21 https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Agenda%20-
%2017%20March%202020_0.pdf 
22 https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Minutes%20Summary%20-
%2017%20March%202020.pdf 
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and in view of the current permissions for “use” in Section 60 of the Act, the attempt 

to exclude “use” at VCAT was seen in the Mansfield community as an attempt to 

invalidate certain of the Grounds submitted by the Mansfield community under 

Section 60 of the Act. With respect to “use” the Applicant raised possible (but 

unsubstantiated) economic benefits which included employment and construction 

jobs. The fact is, however, as will be shown by other presenters, Mansfield has the 

State’s leading VCAL programme and leading programme in Agribusiness 

education, and there is already full employment for late secondary school aged 

youth. In addition, all trades people in Mansfield are engaged in a busy construction 

industry, with long wait times for residents to build a house, do renovations, or 

secure the services of a tradesperson for maintenance. MCHAC therefore 

contends that the unsupported references in the Application to employment and 

economic benefits related to use are illusory. The only conceivable “benefit” would 

be in the construction phase (which the Application also claims), but that would 

most likely be done by a company not based in Mansfield, and is anyway so 

transitory it is surprising the Applicant would claim it as a benefit. 

By contrast, the high volume drive through fast food establishments bring all their 

food in from elsewhere in large delivery trucks, purchase no local food, and deliver 

significant percentage profits to franchise companies which are owned overseas. 

The balance of their profits to franchise holders who often hold a number of 

franchises, and live somewhere other than the location of their establishment. 

Added to this is the probable brand damage to the “High Country” and the visual 

amenity damage to the Township Gateway and Alpine Approach. MCHAC 

contends that the Application, having raised the subject of “use” failed to 

substantiate its case, and that the Application fails under the test of “Net 

Community Benefit” with respect to its economic impact as advanced in the first 

point in our Statement of Grounds. Net Community Benefit with respect to social 

and environmental effects is explored later in this submission. 

 

33. The applicability of parts of the Tecoma ruling which the Applicant referred to in 

their Application and one of their expert witness statements claims also needs to 

be seen in the light of subsequent legislation. On 27 May 2015 the Victorian 

Parliament debated a Bill which it passed two weeks later on June 10 which 

amended Section 60 of the Act (with a Planning Advisory Note)  with respect to the 

responsible authority and the consideration of the number of objectors in assessing 

“significant social impact”.2324 This is explored later in this submission. 

 

 

MCHAC’s Statement of Grounds and Submission: 

 

34. The MCHAC Statement of Grounds v (a picture of MCHAC’s Statement of Grounds) for this 

submission supports Council’s thirteen Grounds for Refusal. In doing so, it 

addresses the thirteen rejections of those Grounds by Ratio consultants on behalf 

of the Applicant. Other Grounds have been submitted by MCHAC. In doing so, 

 
23 http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/paea1987254/s60.html 
24 https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEP/PEAROB/EPC_58-01.pdf 
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MCHAC particularly notes that the DDO specifies that: “Before deciding on an 

application, in addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the responsible authority 

must consider, as appropriate: The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy 

Framework. … The provisions of any relevant policies and urban design guidelines”. 

  

35. ”. MCHAC submits specifically in that regard that the Township Approaches 

Planning and Guidelines Study (TRACT) is an adopted study and policy of Council 

which involved extensive community consultation over a number of years and 

which is progressing towards gazettal by a Council resolution25 and is waiting only 

on DELWPP prior to its next progression step. On the basis that the DDO specifies 

that the Municipal Planning Strategy and relevant policies and urban decision 

guidelines must be taken into account, MCHAC rejects the multiple attempts by the 

Applicant to downplay and in some cases ignore the importance of this document 

in laying out the legitimate aspirations for the Township Approaches of the 

Mansfield Community and its Council. MCHAC uses the word “ignore” advisedly 

because of the claim made by the Applicant of “no impact” on local amenity. 

 

36. The submission contends that the land zoned DDO1 within the Mansfield Township 
26is only a small percentage of the available township CZ1 land, and is accorded 

special status (by DDO1) within CZ1 by its location at the Township Gateway 

/Alpine Approach, and by its position opposite the Mansfield Railway Precinct, and 

specifically the Mansfield Railway Station (HO31) and the High Country Visitors’ 

Information Centre.xix 

 

37. The submission has already elaborated on how the cultural and heritage values of 

and the planning controls over the DDO and its Schedule, which is headed 

“ALPINE APPROACH/TOWN GATEWAY” is reflected in and underpinned by the 

The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework”. This 

submission, and others, show how those controls are the result of extensive 

community consultation and involvement over many years and an extensive 

community history with respect to the Town Gateway. It makes a clear connection 

between that level of community history, consultation and involvement in its 

Gateway and Township Approach, and the record number of  number of Objectors 

to this proposal, and later links this to the level of social disenfranchisement and 

impact that would result in overturning the clear intent of Council and its community 

over many years for the Township Gateway and Alpine Approach.  

 

38. It will show, with other presenters, that the social and economic impact would also 

extend, by damaging the heritage qualities and character of the Township Gateway 

 
25 https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Council%20Minutes%20-18%20August%202020.pdf 
   https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/_Council%20Agenda%20-18%20August%202020.pdf 
26 https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/475241/mansfield11ddo.pdf?_ga=2.97683482.448
583654.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737 
https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/475247/mansfield12ddo.pdf?_ga=2.123505806.44
8583654.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737 

https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Council%20Minutes%20-18%20August%202020.pdf
https://planning-schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/475241/mansfield11ddo.pdf?_ga=2.97683482.448583654.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737
https://planning-schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/475241/mansfield11ddo.pdf?_ga=2.97683482.448583654.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737
https://planning-schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/475241/mansfield11ddo.pdf?_ga=2.97683482.448583654.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737
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/ Alpine Approach to significant qualitative and brand damage to the community, 

local government, state government and federal government investment in the 

Railway Precinct which will be detailed by other presenters. 

 

39. Within the Municipal Planning Strategy and Planning Policy Framework, the 

following are seen by MCHAC as most relevant with respect to this Application: 

 

A: DDO1 and its accompanying Schedule 1.27 

B: The Mansfield Township Approaches Planning and Guidelines Study.28  

C. The Municipal Strategic Statement (LPPF 20)29 

D: Mansfield Shire Council, 16/06/2005, Mansfield 2035 – A Vision for the 

Future”30  

E: The Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan (which is not the subject of 

this presentation) 

40. The first four, above are seen as most important with respect to the Applicant’s 

Grounds 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. We list below, the sections of and statements within the 

documents that are of most relevance in rejecting these Grounds of the Applicant. 

Other presentations from the Mansfield community will concentrate on Grounds 

1,2,3,  and 9 -13. In refuting the above Grounds of the Applicant, this submission 

will examine each of these documents under 36 - 44, below. 

 

41. A: DDO1 and its Schedule “Alpine Approaches and Township Gateways”: 

With respect to DDO1, this submission notes that overlays are accorded equal 

weight to zoning (Ref “A Practitioners Guide to Victorian Planning Schemes, 

p16 …. “An overlay may require permission for or prohibit development that is 

allowed by the zone. Neither control takes precedence over the other and both 

must be satisfied before a development can be carried out.” ) 

The relevant Design and Development Overlay 1 (DDO1) applies to two small 

parcels of land at the eastern and western (the two most used) entrances to the 

Mansfield Township (Map ref …. ).  The very small size of these parcels within 

the broader CZ1 zoning needs comment. Firstly, it shows a particular status 

within the LPPF (in this case the status of “Alpine Approach / Township 

Gateway”). The second is that when they were put in place, being so small (in 

this case a frontage to the Highway of only 300 metres) means that they were 

 
27https://planningschemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/43_02.pdf?_ga=2.253667072.800868145.1607
861737-1594510112.1607861737 
https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/mansfield/ordinance/43_02s01_mans.pdf?_ga=2.159549624.4485836
54.1611957115-1594510112.1607861737 
28https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Agenda%2026%20June%20201
8.pdf 
29 https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-amendments/browse-planning-scheme/planning-
scheme?f.Scheme%7CplanningSchemeName=mansfield 
30 file://cgp-svr/Folder%20Redirection/willT/Downloads/4eeef7fb-6b70-e811-a858-000d3ad1181d_295db1e9-
70f1-487c-8e62-a0e99b27f82b_2035%20-%20FINAL%20.pdf 

https://planningschemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/43_02.pdf?_ga=2.253667072.800868145.1607861737-1594510112.1607861737
https://planningschemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/43_02.pdf?_ga=2.253667072.800868145.1607861737-1594510112.1607861737
https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Agenda%2026%20June%202018.pdf
https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Agenda%2026%20June%202018.pdf
file://///cgp-svr/Folder%20Redirection/willT/Downloads/4eeef7fb-6b70-e811-a858-000d3ad1181d_295db1e9-70f1-487c-8e62-a0e99b27f82b_2035%20-%20FINAL%20.pdf
file://///cgp-svr/Folder%20Redirection/willT/Downloads/4eeef7fb-6b70-e811-a858-000d3ad1181d_295db1e9-70f1-487c-8e62-a0e99b27f82b_2035%20-%20FINAL%20.pdf
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regarded as particularly strategic within the meaning of “Alpine Approach/Town 

Gateway”. This accords them a different planning status within the CZ1 zoning, 

as it is their position that is of special current, economic, and historical 

significance. The Overlay and its Schedule had been in place for many years 

when the current owner purchased the land. In presenting its case, MCHAC 

notes from “A Practitioners Guide to Victorian Planning Schemes31 pp 16 and 

17, that: 

“3.3 How an overlay works An overlay is a complementary planning control to the zone. Unlike 

zones, that deal primarily with the broader aspects of the use and development of land, an overlay 

generally seeks to control a specific aspect of the development of land. Overlays control a broad 

range of development matters such as the protection of vegetation or heritage values, the design 

of built form or mitigating flood risk. The application of an overlay may reflect a policy objective in 

the scheme or a condition of the land. While a parcel of land will always be included in a zone, it 

will only be affected by an overlay where a specific development outcome is sought for that land. 

Land can be subject to more than one overlay if multiple issues apply to the land. HOW PROVISIONS 

WORK A Practitioner's Guide to Victorian Planning Schemes 17 Each overlay contains purposes that 

specify the planning outcome sought by the overlay. These purposes are achieved through the 

application of the controls in the overlay. An overlay may also contain application requirements, 

notice and review exemptions and decision guidelines. An overlay may include a schedule that 

enables more specific objectives or purposes to be applied to specified land. The schedule may also 

specify development that requires planning permission, is exempt from the permit requirements or 

is prohibited. An overlay may require permission for or prohibit development that is allowed by the 

zone. Neither control takes precedence over the other and both must be satisfied before a 

development can be carried out”. 

 

42. MCHAC is contending that there is a very clear historical evidentiary line (already 

detailed) that links the Overlay protections on the land to the specific outcomes 

sought in the DDO and in its Schedule, and that as this Application fails to satisfy 

the DDO in so many ways (listed in detail below), and also fails the CZ1 zoning 

that the requirement that both the DDO and CZ1 zoning (especially with respect to 

the severity of its amenity impacts discussed in 48., below) that neither, let alone 

both, controls are satisfied. 

 

43. MCHAC contends that the DDO is in place not only because of the proximate 

Heritage site, but also because the Heritage site and the Application (DDO) site 

together makes up the pillars of the Township Gateway, and both are important 

elements in the “Alpine Approach”. This is why Schedule 1 to the DDO is headed 

“Township Gateways and Alpine Approach”. It has already been discussed why 

the concept of the Alpine Approach has vital historical, societal, cultural and brand 

/ economic importance within the Mansfield Shire and its Planning Scheme.  

 

44. It should be noted that the boundaries of the Overlay were also informed, with 

respect to the Alpine Approach by the fact that the majority of the final western 

 
31 https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/463072/A-Practitioners-Guide-to-Victorian-
Planning-Schemes-1.4.pdf 
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approach to Mansfield was already protected by being part of the Railway Reserve 

(on the north side), and on the south side by well set back residences, the golf 

course,  a well established motel and a set back commercial hardware store and 

the old Saleyards site (with the SES). xx (“The Alpine Approach” showing generous 

setbacks on both sides of the Maroondah Highway.) 

 

 

45. MCHAC’s submission contends that the Application fails to satisfy the Design and 

Development Overlay in at least ten ways(paragraph 44) by reference to the 

following statements within the DDO and its Schedule: 

 
•(43.02-6 31/07/2018 VC148): Decision guidelines Before deciding on an application, in 

addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the responsible authority must consider, as 

appropriate: The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework. The 

provisions of any relevant policies and urban design guidelines.  

•Whether the bulk, location and appearance of any proposed buildings and works will be in 

keeping with the character and appearance of adjacent buildings, the streetscape or the area.  

•Whether the design, form, layout, proportion and scale of any proposed buildings and works 

is compatible with the period, style, form, proportion, and scale of any identified heritage 

places surrounding the site.  

•Ensure that building siting, design, form, height, appearance, scale and materials that are 

compatible with the role of land as an alpine approach or gateway to and from the Mansfield 

or Merrijig townships  

•Be of a design, form, appearance and scale that compliments an alpine approach and 

township gateway theme i.e  pitched roof designs rather than flat or skillion roofs only.  

•Have at least one active frontage (i.e. entries, windows, external activities), and not have solid 

walls and solid fencing facing the road/s.  

•Create visual interest and enhance alpine and gateway character.  
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•Be sited to have sufficient building setbacks to allow a sense of space, lineal corridor and 

alpine landscape to be retained. Have a setback/s to accord with (or exceed) the setbacks of 

building/s on adjoining properties.  

•Allow pedestrian access, and vehicle parking and landscaping at the frontage of the land.  

•Provide landscaping that creates an attractive environment that is consistent with and 

complements an alpine theme and gateway approach into a high country tourist town, 

especially on the Maroondah Highway frontage.  

•Enable high levels of accessibility, including access for people with a disability 3.0 02/03/2006 

C1(Part 1)  

•Advertising signs Any new advertising sign must: Be of a size that does not dominate or 

compromise the existing landscape or design of a building. Not be internally illuminated… Not 

exceed a height of 5 metres above ground level. Not be located between a building line 

setback and a front boundary.  

46. MCHAC argues that, specifically, with respect to the DDO that: 

(i)That the setbacks of the built elements (drive-through, with significant 

solid, high built elements) are only 2.7 metres from the frontage of the 

land, and that this cannot be remedied due to the layout and position of 

the drive-through. The requirement of allowing a sense of space, lineal 

corridor and alpine landscape to be retained has been ignored by the 

positioning of the drive through. 

(i) ….. 

(ii) that the drive-through occupies the whole of the frontage, making 

the pedestrian access required at the frontage of the land by the 

DDO impossible, and reasonable disability access except by 

automobile very difficult. 

(iii) That the position of the drive through (in parts within a metre 

(1.070m) of the footpath) makes any meaningful landscaping 

impossible at the frontage of the land, and that the noise, fumes 

and odour of cars accelerating out of the drive-through so close 

to the footpath is an unacceptable amenity outcome on the users 

of the footpath such as pedestrians, elderly persons trolleys, and 

young families with pushers. This amenity impact on passers by 

cannot be remedied because of the position of the drive-through 

on the development plan. 

(iv) That the character and design of the flat roofed square building 

completely fails to complement, let alone “enhance” (as is 

required) the alpine and gateway character. We note in that 

regard that the High Country Visitors’ Information Centre, which 

reprises a Mountain Cattleman’s Hut is part of the other pillar of 

the Gateway, and that the Development fails to speak to or reprise 

it, or to “complement” it in any way. In an architectural sense, it 

should have been clear to the Applicant that a flat roof cannot 

speak to or reprise the character of proximate buildings, or for that 

matter almost any building in rural Australia for a multitude of 

obvious reasons, including insulation, rainwater collection and the 
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rust and leakage inherent in a flat roof prior to the availability of 

more modern, coated building materials. The only other possible 

flat roof nearby would be the canopy of a neighbouring service 

station that was approved in 2014, but is not yet built and is a 

shelter for cars not a building, an accepted form for that type of 

shelter, but certainly not an accepted form in the DDO. 

(v) That the character and design of the flat roofed square building 

fails to be compatible with the heritage Mansfield Railway Station 

(19th century, made of materials from the partial dismantling in 

1889 of the Royal Victorian Exhibition Buildings). The Station 

which is also part of the Gateway and would be in no way 

“enhanced” or “complemented” by the flat roofed oblong box 

nature of the development. 

(vi) That there is no signage plan, despite repeated requests from the 
Shire of Mansfield to supply one. As the development is for a “fast 
food restaurant” (a convenience store with a drive through), and 
as it has been designed by an architect that appears according to 
its website to work only for the major fast food drive through 
franchises, it is clear a signage plan will be needed. 
It is reasonable to assume, given the statements on the website 
of the Architect that the firm mainly works for one particular 
corporation, and given that the Proposal is for a fast food drive 
through it is reasonable to assume that such signage would be of 
a corporate branding nature. The branding of all the major drive-
through companies are the brands of franchises. Franchises, by 
their very nature, are in no sense “local’ and would detract from 
the distinctively “local”, “High Country”, “Mansfield”, Heritage” 
character of the Town Gateway, which are all protected by the 
DDO (as argued in 18, 19, 21 above). Franchises in general sit 
comfortably on Freeways, and in large shopping complexes or 
streets. They can in no sense be argued to “enhance the 
character” of a small country town gateway which is declared as 
such within its planning scheme, a scheme with very 
considerable, serious, long term and considered community input 
that dates back to the 1980s. It is also noted in economic terms 
that almost all the major fast food international drive through 
companies are foreign owned, often privately owned, bring all 
their food in from elsewhere, meaning that the messaging 
associated with their built form (prominent drive through, flat 
roofed corporate style building, signage) cannot in any way satisfy 
the DDO tests of being “local”, “unique”, or in keeping with the 
Heritage (or branding) of the Mansfield Shire and its community.  

(vii) The works involved, being the building, the drive through, and the 

signage would be incompatible with the High Country branding of 

the Gateway, incompatible with its muted colour scheme and lack 

of internal illumination, and incompatible with the sense of arrival 

in “The High Country” that the gateway demands by its character 
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and the heritage of its northern pillar, which the Mansfield 

Planning Scheme, through this DDO protects.  

(viii) Not only will the corporate signage of all the major drive through 

franchises detract from our gateway, but the location of the drive-

through in the wrong position on the land will also dictate a 

requirement for excessive directional signage to instruct cars that 

the entry for the drive through is, in fact in a small suburban street, 

where turning in will conflict with the start of the divided roads of 

the Mansfield CBD, the entrance/exit to the Railway Precinct and 

a service road, which the Application’s TIAR states will take “80%” 

of westbound traffic using the drive through.  

(ix) According to the developer, the development expects 1200 

vehicles a day. The sheer volume of the directional signage and 

roadworks required to make this in any sense safe will also, as 

part of the works required for this development significantly 

detract from the sense of arrival that the DDO requires for the 

Township Gateway and Alpine Approach. Directional signage 

would be further amplified by the messaging involved to warn a 

large percentage of the normal passing traffic (those towing 

caravans, boats, camper vans, trailers, horse floats etc) that they 

cannot enter the premises. 

(x) MCHAC contends that without a signage plan the Application is 

incomplete and deficient and questions why, when requested to 

supply a signage plan by the Shire the Applicant refused to do so 

when signage specifications are outlined in the DDO over the 

land. 

(xi) That the ten points listed above directly address the Applicant’s 

Grounds  4,5,7 and 8. 

 

 

47. B: The Mansfield Township Approaches Planning and Guidelines Study 

(“The Study”) and its background documents 32  

In the same way MCHAC has listed the salient points of the DDO, we repeat 

this process for this Study and its Background documents which clearly express 

the community intent of the study. The study involved extensive community 

input. This is detailed on p24 of the study (p138 of reference document), and 

will become relevant in considering the context of the Number of Objectors 

(Section 60) to this Application. While the developer has sought to downplay 

the importance of this document, the fact is that it is, as previously detailed, 

progressing towards gazettal, and its importance is reflected within the gazetted 

DDO which specifies: 

 
32 
https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Agenda%2026%20June%202018
.pdf 

https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Agenda%2026%20June%202018.pdf
https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Agenda%2026%20June%202018.pdf
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“•43.02-6 31/07/2018 VC148 Decision guidelines: Before deciding on an 

application, in addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the 

responsible authority must consider, as appropriate: The Municipal 

Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework. The provisions 

of any relevant policies and urban design guidelines. 

That is, the gazetted DDO requires the Study to be given due consideration. 

 

43. General Considerations: (from the Study) 

 

 ●The four approaches play an important role in the visitor experience of Mansfield. 

They provide the ‘first impression’ of Mansfield as a place and a community and 

encourage visitors to stop and explore. Given tourism is a major contributor to the local 

economy, it is important that the approaches are attractive and reflect the local 

character and charm of Mansfield. Importantly, the approaches should provide a strong 

sense of pride and attachment to the town for the local community of Mansfield.  

 

●Key Issues (of the Study) 

§ Managing the appearance and function of the township approaches to ensure they 

are attractive and that they reflect the local character of Mansfield. 

§ Avoid the appearance of clutter by minimising the proliferation of advertising signage 

or placement of large-scale business signage within the township approaches. 

§ Managing the appearance of commercial and industrial uses within the township 

approach areas. 

 

Objectives (of the Study) 

 

§ To identify the preferred future character of the four township approaches. 

§ To clearly define the preferred future character through built form and landscaping 

treatments within the private realm. 

§ To ensure future development makes a positive impact on the amenity and 

environment along the township approaches. 

§ To ensure future development along the four township approaches have regard to 

their local context and reinforces the valued character of the township. 

§ To provide clear, logical and useful guidelines for all - including developers, 

residents, Council officers and Councillors. 

 

44. Specific Considerations: (Part C of Study) 

 
P140 Valued elements: these included “the absence of chain fast food restaurants and 

other franchise facilities”, “limited signage along the roadside”, “generous setbacks”, 

“ensure large illuminated signage is avoided”, “avoid the large signage franchise 

brands  ..” 

●Part C: G2. Site Responsive Design 

Objectives 

O2.4.1 To ensure new developments are designe 

to respond to the local characteristics of the 

site and its context. 

O2.4.2 To reinforce the preferred character of the 

adjacent township approaches. 

●Part C: G4. Access and Circulation:  
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G4.2.7 Drive thru sales facilities are discouraged 

within view of the town approaches. 

●Part C G5. Building Siting and Design 

5.1 Setbacks 

Objectives 

O5.1.1 To ensure the siting of buildings reinforces 

the preferred character of the township 

approaches. 

O5.1.2 To ensure buildings are sited and designed 

to consider existing views along the 

approaches including to the surrounding 

hills. 

O5.1.3 To create cohesive streetscapes that are 

characterised by consistent building 

setbacks. 

O5.1.4 To provide active and pedestrian friendly 

streets. 

O5.1.5 To ensure the siting of buildings provides 

adequate space for landscaping and 

planting and strengthens the landscape 

character of the approach streetscape. 

O5.1.6 To minimise the impacts of overshadowing 

on the adjoining approach streetscape. 

 

●Part C: G5.1 Setbacks 

G5.1.1 For infill development, front building 

setbacks that address an approach are to 

be consistent with the predominant front 

setback of the street, if the surrounding 

lot sizes and uses are consistent with the 

subject site. 

G5.1.2 Where there is no predominant front 

setback along an approach, front setbacks 

should be no less than 6 metres from the 

front property boundary to enable sufficient 

space for landscaping and building access. 

The 6 metre minimum setback is only 

permitted if car parking (including customer 

parking) is provided to the side or rear of 

the building. 

●PartC G5.2 Building Address 

Objectives 

O5.2.1 To provide development which addresses 

the approaches and enhances the vibrancy 

of the street. 

Guidelines 

G5.2.1 Buildings should be orientated so that the 

building frontage (i.e. entrance, reception, 

customer service area) is parallel with the 

approach streetscape. 

G5.2.3 Pedestrian generating uses including 
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customer service and retail components, 

should be located to address the adjoining 

approach to provide visual interest to the 

street, create a more pedestrianised scale 

and assist in passive surveillance of the 

streetscape. 

●PartC: G5.6 Roof Forms 

Objectives 

O5.6.1 To provide articulated roof forms that create 

visual interest and variation in the approach 

streetscape. 

O5.6.2 To integrate the roof form into the overall 

design of the building. 

O5.6.3 To ensure roof forms reflect the prevailing 

character of the approaches. 

O5.6.4 To minimise the impact of roofing and 

building infrastructure on adjoining 

approaches. 

Guidelines 

G5.6.1 Utilise varied roof forms to provide 

visual interest along the approach whilst 

providing forms that are compatible with 

the character and function of industrial and 

office buildings. 

●Part C: G5.7 Signage and Advertising 

Objectives 

O5.7.1 To ensure signage and advertising is 

designed and located to be compatible with 

the preferred character of the approach. 

O5.7.2 To provide for the identification of 

businesses in a way that maintains the 

preferred character of the approach. 

Guidelines 

G5.7.1 Signage should be integrated into the 

design of buildings by forming a logical 

element of the facade. It should also be in 

keeping with the scale of the facade. 

G5.7.2 Signage should be limited in numbers 

along approaches to avoid visual clutter and 

unnecessary repetition. 

G5.7.7 Directional signage should be provided 

within sites to delineate entries and 

exits, staff and customer parking, office 

/reception areas, and loading areas. 

Directional signage within the site should 

be consistent in style and form. 

 

45. MCHAC argues that, specifically, with respect to The Study that: 

(i)That there was significant community input into the study over two years and that 

it is an adopted study of the Shire of Mansfield that is progressing towards gazettal 

and that in 43.02-6 31/07/2018 VC148 the DDO over the land specifies that it must be 
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given reasonable weight as it and any other strategic documents are referenced in the 

DDO as needing consideration. 

(ii) The development, as an International Fast Food Franchise with a drive through 

and its attendant signage cannot reflect the local character or values of the town, let 

alone the specific requirement that it enhance Alpine Character. 

(iii)That its location in the designated “gateway” of the town means that the required 

“first impression” required by The Study will be significantly damaged in terms of its 

local character. 

(iv)That the requirement to discourage drive throughs in the Township Approaches 

is not met, even moreso because the developer has located it in the frontage of the 

land in full view of the Township Gateway and Alpine Approach.. 

(v) That the signage requirements of The Study cannot be met because of the way 

the developer has located the entrance in a small rural town side street, the traffic 

volume that the developer expects and because of the consequent directional signage 

requirements that would be needed to maintain any degree of traffic safety. 

(vi) That the signage requirements of The Study cannot be met because the 

corporate signage that would be required to indicate the presence of a development 

expecting high volume drive through traffic that faces a small rural town side street 

would be excessive in terms of what The Study requires. 

(vii)That the signage requirements of the Study are not met because there is no 

signage plan submitted as was required by the Shire in writing on Nov 20, 2019 or 

subsequently upon request. 

(vii) That the signage requirements for this drive through high volume fast food 

development at this location, because of its side street frontage and the location of its 

drive-through will be unable to meet the signage requirement to: “avoid the 

appearance of clutter by minimising the proliferation of advertising signage or 

placement of large-scale business signage within the township approaches”. 

(ix) That the flat roof design does not conform to G5.6 

(x) That the building address does not conform to any of the objectives of G5.2. 

(xi) That the location of the drive through and its built form elements means that 

the development does not conform to the setback requirements of G5.1 and in fact 

brings accelerating, braking and turning drive through traffic and its attendant odours, 

noise, fumes and light amenity impacts within 1.050 metres of the footpath. 

(xii) That a high volume drive through fast food franchise by its very nature cannot 

respond to the “local character and charm”  and the “local character of Mansfield”. The 

word “local” is a clear opposite to the transnational nature of a fast food franchise. This 

requirement will be unable to be met by the Proposal because of the signage and drive 

through that will be required to indicate its presence. 
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(xiii)That an International Franchise cannot respond to the “first impression” required 

by The Study in the Township Approach because of the nature of the signage that will 

be required to indicate its presence and of the drive through. 

(xiv)That the Study objective of:  “ … ensure(ing)  future development makes a positive 

impact on the amenity and environment along the township approaches” cannot be 

met because high volume drive through fast food restaurants create significant litter, 

and because it is clear the amenity of the neighbourhood will be significantly affected 

(the subject of other community presentations)  

(xv) That the Study Objective of: “ensure(ing) future development along the four 

township approaches have regard to their local context and reinforces the valued 

character of the township, is not met because the “character” of the township, its 

gateway and its alpine approach have been demonstrated in paragraphs 18, 19, 20 

and 21 of this submission to be the polar opposite to the character of a high volume 

fast food franchise industry. MCHAC notes that apart from petrol stations, which are 

usually regarded as an “essential service”, the Town has only one “franchise”, which 

is in the CBD, not in the Approaches, and that the franchise is an Australian clothing 

brand, owned by the Coles organisation, and not International in any sense. MCHAC 

also notes, in that regard that there are no drive through fast food franchises anywhere 

in the Township, and that there are none in the whole of the Eildon electorate, which 

includes the neighbouring towns of Yea and Alexandra. There is, therefore, no sense 

in which an International fast food franchise, its drive through and the signage that will 

require could be in any sense regarded as “local”: or having “charm” or creating a “first 

impression” other than that of a town which has lost its unique qualities. As stated 

above, the only approved sign which could be construed as a franchise in the precinct 

is that approved for the nearby service station, but such facilities are generally seen 

as an essential service and do not have in any way the same brand conflict as that of 

a non-essential development with the cultural and natural values associated with a 

fast food drive through. 

(xvi) That none of the fifteen points listed can be remedied by conditions because of 

the building design, its location, the fact it has a drive through, the location of its drive 

through, the location and design of the built form elements of the drive through, and 

the fact that there is no signage plan, and if there was a signage plan it would need to 

contain excessive directional and corporate signage that could not comply with the 

requirements of the Study. 

(xvii) That the sixteen points listed above directly address the Applicant’s Grounds  

4,5,6 and 8. 
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46. C: The MSS. The Municipal Strategic Statement (LPPF 20)33 

 

The relevant sections in the MSS are too many to list comprehensively but include: 

●21.03 08/12/2016 C37 SETTLEMENT AND HOUSING: Acknowledging the community view 

expressed in a petition received in summer (2013/14), Council will investigate the planning 

options available to mitigate against the proven health/obesity rate impacts of ultra processed 

food outlets. 

●21.04-1 08/02/2018 C39 Heritage : The history of settlement and development of areas 

ensures that the Shire is rich in natural, cultural and built heritage. There are gaps in the 

knowledge of the Shire’s heritage assets, particularly in rural areas and the smaller 

settlements. A heritage gap study will address these areas. Aboriginal heritage also needs to 

be addressed in this context. The character of Mansfield is linked to its heritage, which is 

expressed most clearly through its extant original buildings.  

●21.04-2 08/02/2018 C39 Character Overview  … Linear development along the major routes 

into and out of the Mansfield Township should be sensitive to the role that the town plays as 

an ‘Alpine Approach’. Development of land along the Maroondah Highway on the western 

entry into town should be designed in such a way that the ‘gateway’ to the Alpine areas is 

promoted and themed so compatible with the role of land as an alpine approach or gateway 

to and from the Mansfield or Merrijig townships  

●21.04-3 08/02/2018 C39 Further strategic work Prepare a Design and Development Overlay 

control for the Mansfield shopping centre and revise the existing Design and Development 

Overlay for the alpine approaches/gateways to broaden its application. 

●21.05-1 24/05/2018 C36 Landscapes Overview Landscape features include Mounts Buller, 

Stirling, Terrible and the Great Dividing Range. Natural environment features include parts of 

the Eildon and Alpine National Parks. Mount Buller and Mount Stirling are within the Alpine 

National Park. Mount Buller is Victoria’s most popular ski resort with approximately 350,000 

visitors annually. The alpine vista to Mount Buller and Mount Stirling is of state significance 

and requires protection from inappropriate development. The approaches to the mountains 

and its influence on Mansfield and surrounds during the winter months, requires special 

planning consideration by Council. Mount Stirling generates significant visitor numbers in its 

own right for activities such as cross country skiing and bushwalking. Scenic value of the 

foothills, valleys and cleared grazing country is a characteristic of the district and of intrinsic 

importance to the landscape and requires careful management of development. 

MCHAC contends the following with respect to the MSS: 

(i)That in 21.03 08/12/2016 C37 Council has expressed a clear strategic intent with 

respect to ultra-processed food outlets and mitigating against the harm that can arise 

in communities from them. While this relates to “use” it is contributory evidence with 

respect to Section 60 of the Act when measuring the social harm of ignoring a 

Council’s Strategic direction and that of its community. MCHAC also notes that the 

State Parliament has previously expressed a similar intent with respect to Planning 

Law and that Section 60 is again relevant in that regard, Specifically: 

The Parliament of Victoria Inquiry into Environmental Design and Public Health in Vic, 

 
33 https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-amendments/browse-planning-scheme/planning-
scheme?f.Scheme%7CplanningSchemeName=mansfield 
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chaired by Daniel Andrews, in 2012 found: 

1. “the development and severity of chronic disease can be attributed partially to lifestyle 

choices, however international and Australian evidence shows that the built 

environment plays an influential role in encouraging or discouraging healthy 

behaviours.” 

2.    It recommended:  

  a.That the Vic Gov amend the Act so its objects include ‘the promotion of 

environments that protect and encourage public health and wellbeing’  as an 

objective of planning in Victoria 

  b. That the Vic Gov work with VicHealth to commission further Victorian 

Research into the cumulative health and wellbeing impacts of the density of Fast 

Food Outlets on a community 

  c. That a planning mechanism be developed that can be used by local 

Councils to limit the oversupply of fast food outlets in communities and facilitate 

supply of healthy food choices for Victorians. 

That is to say, that the State expressed a similar intent to Council with respect to 

the harms of “fast food” and the “density” of outlets, that this is also reflected in 

Section 60 (environmental and social impacts) and is also reflected in the number 

of Objectors, many of whom are concerned at the proximity of this development 

to the Mansfield Primary School. This will be addressed later and also by other 

submitters. “Density” is also an issue discussed by the enquiry, and this 

development in a very small country town would clearly be categorized a high 

density. 

(ii) That the issues of protection of local character, surrounding heritage places, 

views to the alpine hinterland, and the attractiveness of the Mansfield 

Township, are reinforced in the MSS, showing Council’s strategic direction is 

aligned with its Planning Scheme and consistent with its unanimous decision to 

reject this Application on multiple Grounds which the Applicant has failed to 

address. Neither are these mere platitudes as they are in some planning 

schemes, because the MSS has historical and strategic underpinnings, and 

because the strategic intent of the MSS finds its “planning framework” in the 

Design and Development Overlay and the Significant Land Overlay which give 

planning context to guide developers, Council, planners and ratepayers. 

(iii) That a foreign owned fast food franchise company with its attendant design, 

drive through development and the nature of its built signage can in no sense 
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satisfy the requirements of the MSS with regard to the need to signify to  “locals 

and visitors that Mansfield Township has embraced its heritage and capitalised 

on its attractiveness”, since heritage is by nature local and unique unto itself, 

and a franchise by its nature international and uniform. The business model of 

a franchise, in fact, relies upon uniformity and consistency. The word “local” 

implies the opposite.  

(iv) That Council’s intent to work with DELWP to gazette the Township 

Approaches Planning and Guidelines Study in the form of an extended Design 

and Development Overlay is clear, and consistent with what is currently 

happening in that regard. 

(v)That ..  “The alpine vista to Mount Buller and Mount Stirling is of state significance 

and requires protection from inappropriate development. The approaches to the 

mountains and its influence on Mansfield and surrounds during the winter months, 

requires special planning consideration by Council”, and that that is a consideration 

which has been acted upon with respect to Council’s unanimous decision to 

reject this planning Application. 

 

47. D: Mansfield Shire Council, 16/06/2005, Mansfield 2035 – A Vision for 

the Future”  

Another example of the Mansfield Community and it’s Council’s “vision” for its 

future and the concept of the “Township Gateway and Alpine Approach” is 

found in the Incorporated Document “Mansfield Shire Council .. Mansfield 2035 

.. A Vision of the Future”34  (16/06/2005). The document’s status within the 

LPPF and in relation to the MSS is defined (page 3) as follows: 

“It is important to note that Mansfield 2035- a vision for the future is an adopted 

incorporated document and will be used in conjunction with the new scheme in the 

decision making and planning consultative processes going forward. It also needs to 

be understood that the MSS and LPPF can be guided, but not over-ridden, by the 

content of this report. Mansfield 2035- a vision for the future is purely an expansion of 

the intent, aims and visions of the Mansfield Shire’s new Town Planning Scheme and 

aims to provide the necessary guidance and clarity to produce sustainable planning 

outcomes”. 

The document makes clear Council’s objective for the western (site of the 

Application) and eastern (Mt Buller exit) segments of the DDO. 

“Development of land along the Maroondah Highway on the western entry into town 
should be designed in such a way that the ‘gateway’ to the Alpine areas is promoted 
and themed in such a way that it becomes obvious to locals and visitors alike that the 
township of Mansfield has embraced its heritage and capitalised on its attractiveness. 
Development along the Mount Buller road exit out of the township on the eastern side 
of Mansfield should also retain these themes, however, it is acknowledged that the 
northern side of Mount Buller Road is the preferred linear corridor in the township for 

 
34 file://cgp-svr/Folder%20Redirection/willT/Downloads/4eeef7fb-6b70-e811-a858-000d3ad1181d_295db1e9-
70f1-487c-8e62-a0e99b27f82b_2035%20-%20FINAL%20.pdf  

file://///cgp-svr/Folder%20Redirection/willT/Downloads/4eeef7fb-6b70-e811-a858-000d3ad1181d_295db1e9-70f1-487c-8e62-a0e99b27f82b_2035%20-%20FINAL%20.pdf
file://///cgp-svr/Folder%20Redirection/willT/Downloads/4eeef7fb-6b70-e811-a858-000d3ad1181d_295db1e9-70f1-487c-8e62-a0e99b27f82b_2035%20-%20FINAL%20.pdf
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business, commercial, mixed use and service industry development. Given its proximity 
to the various alpine pursuits the Shire offers it is critical that this area be developed in 
sympathy with the over-riding ‘Alpine’ theme, yet it is equally important that the 
abovementioned types of development are able to be facilitated in this area in order to 
cater for future expansion of the township and to protect the western entrance to the 
township from business and commercial sprawl”. 

 

What this statement also makes very clear is that Council has provided clear 

guidance with respect  to the western gateway needing more “protection”, and 

that Council has ensured the availability of commercial land under the guidance 

of the scheme. 

 

48. OTHER ISSUES REGARDING WITH THE APPLICATION: 

MCHAC contends that, in addressing the other Grounds of the Applicant, there are 

numerous other relevant problems with the Application, which legitimately concern 

MCHAC as a close neighbour of this development, and a  protector and promoter 

of a “surrounding heritage place”.  

(i) Two Applications should have been One: In October 2019, Ratio 

Consultants, on behalf of the developer, approached the shire with two 

Applications .. this one , and an Application for Amendment of an existing 

permit for a Service Station on an adjoining property. This was ultimately put 

to Council as separate Application and both were Refused (unanimously) on 

March 17/2020.35 The plans showed a carriageway between the two 

properties and showed 7.5 metre high internally illuminated canopies to 

accommodate B Double Trucks36.  

Despite the Shire having requested that the Applications be combined, there 

have been, since then, conflicting messages from the developer regarding 

the relationship between the development. 

When the Shire wrote to the Applicant seeking to have the two Applications 

combined, the Applicant provided the following statement in its original 

Traffic Impact Assessment: 

“With provision of an internal vehicle connection between the two sites, there 

will likely be some crossover in traffic movements between the uses. 

However for the purposes of this (Traffic Impact ) Assessment, it has been 

assumed that the proposed (convenience restaurant) development will have 

no reliance on the service station and vice versa.” MCHAC contends that this 

statement is unsustainable when they interconnected by a carriageway, and 

 
35 https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Minutes%20Summary%20-
%2017%20March%202020.pdf 
https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Attachment%2011-2-1%20-%20DA6232-2%20-
%20Amendment%20to%20Service%20Station.pdf 
36 https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Attachment%2011-2-1%20-%20DA6232-2%20-
%20Amendment%20to%20Service%20Station.pdf 

https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Minutes%20Summary%20-%2017%20March%202020.pdf
https://www.mansfield.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Ordinary%20Council%20Minutes%20Summary%20-%2017%20March%202020.pdf
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that the developer’s TIAR showed 20% of the traffic to P505 passing through 

from the neighbouring property via the shared carriageway. 

Subsequently, after both Applications were Refused by Council, the 

developer requested a Practice Day Hearing for the Applications to be heard 

“concurrently”. This was not acceded to by the member. 

Subsequently, to confuse things further, a new plan submitted half an hour 

before Ratio Consultants closed their office for two weeks at Christmas 

showed no fence at all between the two properties. The statement with the 

new plan was that the two developments were “synergistic”. As “synergistic” 

means (Oxford) “ the interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations, 

substances, or other agents to produce a combined effect greater than the sum of 

their separate effects” it is not possible to reconcile this with the previous “no 

reliance” statement, as the two statements are mutually exclusive. 

This sequence of events has produced understandable confusion and 

concern in the Mansfield community, with respect to the true intentions of 

the developer, whether the developer is being honest about their intentions, 

or whether the developer is, in fact confused in their own minds about the 

way the two developments were planned to interrelate. 

As this relationship remains unclear, MCHAC needs to state clearly that it has 
also objected to the Service Station amendment for, among other reasons, its 
provision for B-double trucks passing through and stopping at restarting 
/turning into and out of the Town Gateway, its unreasonably large (and quite 
possibly dangerous to pedestrians and bicycles), and its inconsistency with 
the developed Heavy Vehicle  By-Pass strategy which seeks to divert heavy 
vehicles away from our CBD, and the fact that the plan shows B-double trucks 
filling at the bowser (or possibly refilling the underground tanks? .. it is unclear 
which from the amended plans that have been made available) while blocking 
the carriageways between the properties, making it an issue of direct safety 
relevance for this Application. Neither could it be claimed this is “safe” 
because it represents filling underground tanks, because it is well known in 
rural settings that this rarely happens between midnight and six am, and in 
fact often happens mid-morning or mid afternoon because of the reality of 
travel for drivers on country roads at night and the danger from and to 
animals.xxi Plan for adjoining Service Station showing B Double truck blocking the planned two way 
carriageway to and from the subject site. 
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The developer had ample opportunity and time to clarify this relationship with 

a universal plan, but “the two Applications which should have been one” are 

now unable to be remedied.  

(ii) Amenity:  

MCHAC refers to: 34.01 31/07/2018 VC148 COMMERCIAL 1 ZONE Shown on 

the planning scheme map as B1Z, B2Z, B5Z or C1Z. Purpose To implement the 

Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework. To create vibrant 

mixed use commercial centres for retail, office, business, entertainment and 

community uses. To provide for residential uses at densities complementary to the 

role and scale of the commercial centre 

In this we note that the CZ1 Zoning allows for the residential densities which 

are found in the Mansfield Township within CZ1 zoned land, and that there 

are amenity protections for this residential land within CZ1:: 
34.01-2 15/07/2013 VC100 Use of land A use must not detrimentally affect the 

amenity of the neighbourhood, including through the: Transport of materials, goods 

or commodities to or from the land. Appearance of any building, works or materials. 

Emission of noise, artificial light, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke, vapour, steam, 

soot, ash, dust, waste water, waste products, grit or oil. 

 

Additionally, The Victorian Government Solicitor’s Office, in its Client 

Newsletter of August 2008 on Planning and Environment Law, 37which 

largely analysed the VCAT decision in “Macedon Shire Council vs Romsey Hotel 

P/L”, included the following factors in consideration of amenity 
 

The Court adopted interstate appellate authority that amenity (of a neighbourhood) 

was a ‘wide ranging’ and flexible concept. Some aspects are ‘practical and tangible 

such as traffic generation, noise, nuisance, appearance and even the way of life of 

the neighbourhood … but others are more elusive such as the standard or class [or 

reasonable expectations] of the neighbourhood’. 

And with respect to subjective criteria that may be considered said: 
The Court held that the amenity of a place includes a resident’s subjective 

perceptions of the place, and involves subjective judgments for which it would be 

difficult to offer a ‘rational concrete foundation’ 

However, the Court referred to the remarks of the NSW Land and Environment 

Court (LEC) which cautioned a decision maker not to ‘blindly accept ... subjective 

fears and concerns ... [and] whilst such views must be taken into consideration, 

there must be evidence that can be objectively assessed before a finding can be 

made of an adverse effect upon the amenity of the area ...’ 

 

This “subjective judgement” will be demonstrated to be one of the most 

important reasons for the number of Objectors, as the amenity of the Alpine 

 
37 https://doc-0k-5o-apps-
viewer.googleusercontent.com/viewer/secure/pdf/95k9tm891k3ihnm6putffekqhibj1ago/a6dr9t4o2oo53u4im
2rv2lt9cn4h27pd/1612772325000/gmail/05053368803177525070/ACFrOgBBHHuP6w_3kvvDYhE6m0CLsFeM_
JXbg3MJTVhjxf5lkN_GzzIQGCP08cpVD6VQ83W7owrgxYXxxZFpA86N23MYmTqGi7l5BEErgGKV024Kk-
KW2SxVFaUcMEw=?print=true&nonce=mb0j605q8jfbo&user=05053368803177525070&hash=tneb77a5ejo8b
n2h1iq4bbud44cpqibo 
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Approach and the Township Gateway as a symbol of “coming home”, “over the 

Melbourne Hill” and into the view of the mountains through the Town Gateway 

and the Alpine Approach is dear to the heart of those who live here.  

 

MCHAC concedes that well established planning case precedent dictates that 

a lesser standard of amenity is expected for residents in CZ1 land, but contests 

strongly that that does definitely not mean those residents have no amenity 

rights which the Application seems to hope when it states, in Ground 5; (the 

Proposal will have): “no adverse impact on the character and amenity of the area 

and has responded appropriately to the dwellings proximate to the review site” This is 

a patently unsustainable claim that could be discussed on many levels, and will 

be by other submitters. 

 

LIGHT POLLUTION AND AMENITY IMPACT:   

Light is possibly going to be the greatest impact on amenity. Spillage of 

artificial light (most significantly headlights) will illuminate the 

neighbourhood, unlike any lighting currently in place.  Business 

identification, way finding, meal offering menus at customer ordering 

devices, general restaurant lighting and carpark safety lighting will all 

impact. The other factor that needs to be taken into account is the high 

proportion of vehicles passing to the snow which are 4 WD, with higher, 

brighter headlights. 

Put simply, in winter, as customers exit this development, hundreds of sets 

of headlights per night (by the Applicant’s traffic figures and the Applicant’s 

trading hours until midnight) will be shining directly into the lounge rooms 

and bedrooms of the residences in Station Street and on the corner of 

Station and Curia Street from dark (4:30 pm), potentially for five and a half 

hours thereafter. The large number of cars that will pass through the internal 

carriageway (which may well be a vast underestimate) will magnify this 

effect significantly, as the design shows they will be heading straight towards 

the houses only metres away in Station Street. This degree of impact 

represents a real health risk to residents, and there is no way to mitigate this 

because the Applicant refused to reconfigure the drive through. It is certainly 

not reasonable to expect residents in a small suburban street to erect large 

fences to protect their amenity against a development with high traffic flows 

which the design directs towards their houses, especially when a design and 

development of this nature is clearly protected against by the DDO which 

has existed on the land for 14 years.  

 

NOISE POLLUTION and AMENITY IMPACT: 

Noise emission from delivery vehicles, waste collection, mechanical 

equipment (fans, A/C inverters), private vehicle noise, patron and staff 

behaviour (voices including anti-social behaviour, car music, door 

slamming, etc), customer ordering devices, as individual events and 

cumulative and overlapping events will introduce new acoustic impacts to 

what is currently a very quiet neighbourhood.  These new noise 
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introductions will be relevant and important sensitivities that will be bring a 

high risk of annoyance particularly at night and amenity impact, in general. 

  

OTHER AMENITY IMPACTS: 

The light pollution amenity impact is one issue only, and it is clear that cars 

entering and exiting will be turning through ninety degrees as well as 

accelerating, braking, and emitting the fumes and odour that accompanies 

cars which are performing those functions. This is currently a quiet small 

rural suburban street, and the Proposal as sited would change it irrevocably.  

 

With respect to amenity MCHAC also contends that the amenity rights of 

neighbouring residences in both the Residential and CZ1 land proximate to the 

site are protected by: 

Clause 53.04-2 Decision Guidelines should be considered along with Clause 65 

with respect to location, amenity and character of the street or neighbourhood, 

specifically with reference to:   

“having regard to amenity of the neighbourhood” 

“effect of the use on heritage and environment features” 

“capacity of the land to contain significant off-site effects” 

“whether the site layout and the design of buildings, noise attenuation measures 

landscaping, car parking, vehicle access lanes, loading bays, rubbish bins, plant 

and equipment, lights, signs, drive through facilities and playgrounds are designed 

to prevent significant loss of amenity to adjoining land due to noise, emission of 

light or glare, loss of privacy, litter or odour. 

“the adequacy of traffic measures to provide safe pedestrian movement, achieve 

safe, efficient vehicle movement on site and access to and egress from the 

land..…prevent inappropriate use of local residential streets, the adequacy of car 

parking, loading and drive through queuing spacing to accommodate customers at 

peak periods and employee requirements on the land.” 

While this submission is not detailed in this regard, the claim of “no adverse 

impact” on the neighbourhood amenity within CZ1 designated land is again, 

clearly not met, and is another “environmental” argument in favour of the 

Application not meeting MCHAC’s primary Ground of the Application failing 

to pass the test of “net community benefit”. 

It is partly the volume of traffic (1200 cars a day) the Application says it will 

attract that is the problem, and partly the winter months, with long nights, 

and associated snow traffic late at night. The development and design 

configuration of the Application make it impossible to remedy, as much of it 

is “off-site”, in Station St itself (as cars turn in and out and 

accelerate/decelerate). 

Sleep disturbance as a social (amenity)  impact needs to be taken seriously, 

as it carries severe, well-known mental health risks.  The significant 

neighbourhood amenity impact (which Clauses 53.04-2 and 34-01 protect) 
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is contended by MCHAC to be another “social” factor to take into account 

with respect “Net Community Benefit”.. 

The claim of “no impact” in the Applicant’s Grounds is unsustainable and 

cannot be remedied with this development layout. This was pointed out to 

the Applicant clearly in well over 150 of the 254 Objections, and clearly by 

the Shire of Mansfield, but the Applicant has returned with what is a patently 

unsustainable claim, and a second plan that is essentially unchanged with 

respect to its significant impact on neighbourhood amenity and character. 

 

(iii) The Application’s Arguments Regarding “Use”: The Applicant invoked 

“”use” in the Application in claiming unproven economic and employment 

benefits: While the Applicant attempted to exclude “use” in Practice Day 

Hearing, the Applicant had already invoked “use” in the Application, and in 

an oral presentation to Council by Mr R McKenzie (Ratio Consultants) on 

March 15 2020. Specifically (from the Application): 

  

“The proposed convenience restaurant will generate significant employment 

opportunities during the construction phase as well as ongoing fulltime, part 

time and casual staff locally, contributing to the local economy” siting (citing) 

Clause 21.09 of the Mansfield Planning Scheme. 

“Economic  The proposed convenience restaurant will add to the existing 

retail land uses within the township.  The convenience restaurant will enable 

employment opportunities for local residents as employees and will service 

the township.” 

While any restaurant might “service the town”, the town is already serviced 

by businesses that are locally owned and run by local families. There is 

already full employment among youth via the Mansfield Secondary College 

VCAL and Agribusiness programmes, and the economic effect is likely to be 

negative, as franchises bring all their food from elsewhere and take their 

profits elsewhere (in the case of the two major franchises, to franchisees 

who usually live elsewhere and own a number of franchises, and to privately 

owned companies in Chicago and Louisville). This is being argued with 

respect to the ”economic” part of the test of “Net Community Benefit”38 under 

Section 72.02 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, which is MCHAC’s 

first Ground in its Statement of Grounds. 

The claims made regarding “use” are unsubstantiated, and confusing in view 

of the Applicant’s attempts to completely exclude “use” from this hearing. 

(iv) Other Drive Throughs?: The problem with the existence of the drive 

through and with its positioning is a key part of MCHAC’s argument. The 

Applicant claimed (page 17 of Application) that there are “other drive 

 
38 https://planning-
schemes.api.delwp.vic.gov.au/schemes/vpps/71_02.pdf?_ga=2.204767253.448583654.1611957115-
1594510112.1607861737 
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throughs” in the township. This comment needs to be challenged, and it was 

in several of the Objections received by Council. The only other drive 

throughs are drive through bottle shops in the two long established hotels in 

the town’s main roundabout (central CBD). 

(v) Incomplete Photography: the application has a number of photographs 

of “Surrounding Land”. None face north, and none show the immediate 

vicinity to the north which is the Railway Precinct and its buildings. As the 

Application in no place addresses the issue of “heritage” (other than possibly 

in quoting the scheme?) it appears to have completely overlooked the 

proximate heritage site which should have been considered in the 

Application. MCHAC also notes that the urban planning expert witness 

called by the Applicant with respect to built form has also failed to deal with 

the issue of heritage impact, and failed to list the heritage protection clause 

that is embedded within the DDO and its Schedule.  

(vi) Environmental Impacts: Litter and Run-off: (MCHAC Ground 9). The 
application is deficient in failing to address the problem of litter. Litter as a 
potential problem is listed in 94 of the Objections which were received by 
Council. Litter from Fast Food Drive Throughs is well known to be a major 
problem39, and this will be amplified, as the packaging of all Fast Food 
takeaway options of all the major companies is known to be excessive. 
While this could be seen to be a problem that could be solved or mitigated 
in an urban setting, this will not be the case in a setting which makes every 
effort to maintain its alpine approaches in such a way that it can retain its 
“state significance”.40 This will have an impact on “landscapes” as protected 
in the MSS below: 

●21.05-1 24/05/2018 C36 Landscapes Overview …The alpine vista to Mount Buller and 

Mount Stirling is of state significance and requires protection from inappropriate 

development. The approaches to the mountains and its influence on Mansfield and 

surrounds during the winter months, requires special planning consideration by Council.  

A ”alpine vista” could reasonably be taken to  include what is seen at the 
roadside within the “Alpine Approach”, and there is no remedial action that 
can be taken or enforced with respect to the fact that by their nature, drive 
throughs involve cars with numerous passengers leaving the premises with 
over packaged food, and that a significant proportion of this packaging is 
later thrown from car windows in “concentric circles”41 The amenity of the 
Alpine Approach, which the LPPF shows stretching all the way from the 
Subject Site to the base of Mt Buller (see para 13 -17). There is thus no 
chance or option for the developer to collect this rubbish, as it is a problem 
which is inherent and inextricable from the development’s function as a drive 

 
39 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/mcdonalds-to-blame-for-half-of-all-fast-food-litter-tz90s3cpk 
40 https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/schemes-and-amendments/browse-planning-scheme/planning-
scheme?f.Scheme%7CplanningSchemeName=mansfield 
41 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-01/circles-of-rubbish-ring-fast-food-restaurants-says-
riverkeeper/8578876 
 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-01/circles-of-rubbish-ring-fast-food-restaurants-says-riverkeeper/8578876
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-01/circles-of-rubbish-ring-fast-food-restaurants-says-riverkeeper/8578876
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through fast food high volume establishment. This is proven in the studies 
quoted. MCHAC contends that in the context of its LPPF and MSS and 
Council Plan that the inevitable littering of the Alpine Approach constitutes a 
significant environmental impact under Section 60 of the Act ( S. 60(1)(e) 

amended by No. 3/2013 s. 76(1)) (e).”any significant effects which the responsible 
authority considers the use or development may have on the environment”. 

One of the most elegant studies on litter was done by school children in 
Perth doing the “leg work” of picking up litter from Fast Food drive throughs. 
It is a piece of primary evidence that is both compelling and damning. It is 
attached42. MCHAC notes it was supervised by Richard Ewing, who is an 
Urbanisation Expert. It gives a graphic account of how the industry has been 
unable to do anything about its litter problem, even with more bins, and a 
graphic example of what this lack of control over its products leaves 
communities with these developments exposed to.  

Litter, and run-off/drainage will also constitute significant environmental 

problems for the Mullum Mullum wetlands, as this water system is 

immediately “downstream” of the development. Litter thrown from cars 

exiting towards Melbourne will be thrown into open drains that lead directly 

to the sensitive ecosystem of the wetlands. Run off from polluted asphalt 

surfaces within the development will also pollute the water running to this 

sensitive and nearby environment. 

Littering impact of this nature in this “state significance” environment is 
inconsistent with the Objectives of Planning in Victoria43 under the Planning 
and Environment Act 1987, with particular reference to its Objectives as 
follows: 

a) to provide for the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use and development of land;  

b) to provide for the protection of natural and man-made resources and the maintenance of 

ecological processes and genetic diversity;  

c) to secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational environment for 

all Victorians and visitors to Victoria;  

d) to conserve and enhance those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific, 

aesthetic, architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special cultural value;  

e) to protect public utilities and other assets and enable the orderly provision and 

coordination of public utilities and other facilities for the benefit of the community; 

These factors all go towards substantiating the “environmental” component of 

MCHAC’s primary Ground of “net community benefit”. The social and 

economic components of this ground are dealt with elsewhere in the 

submission (48 (iii) and 49). 

 
42 https://centralgeneralpractice.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Fast-Food-Litter-Study.pdf 
43 https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0028/94537/Introduction.pdf 

http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/paea1987254/s3.html#development
https://centralgeneralpractice.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Fast-Food-Litter-Study.pdf
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(vii) Traffic and Parking: MCHAC Ground 7 and 8. There are serious traffic 

safety and parking implications of this proposal. The traffic conflicts it presents 

with respect to the entrance to the Station/Railway Precinct, the termination of 

the double highway exiting the CBD, the service lane on High St immediately 

to the east, and the need for a large volume of cars to turn right and left across 

these confused traffic lanes are all problematic. Traffic volumes have been 

underestimated in the TIAR as presented. There appears to be no analysis of 

car size. These problems are exacerbated by the large number of vehicles 

that are either oversize, or are towing boats, caravans, camper vans, horse 

floats, jet skis or trailers, and the decision making that will be involved at these 

intersections with respect to where to park, whether to turn into Station Street, 

and whether to park in the Information Centre. If they do choose the 

Information Centre, Council will end up paying maintenance on parking that 

the Proposal should have provided for long vehicles to make the development 

safe. From the Information Centre they will embark by foot with children on a 

dangerous crossing across the Maroondah Highway where they will confront 

a wide open drain that they cannot cross and then find themselves walking 

along the highway verge. There is also no safe place to park on Station Street 

given the carriageway can only just accommodate two passing cars and there 

is no guttering. Some long vehicles that park will most likely end up well along 

the also unguttered Ultimo Street, creating both a car, bicycle and pedestrian 

hazard and severe amenity impacts within the residential zone with impacts 

on their nature strips and attendant light, noise, fumes, odour and littering 

impacts.  

Traffic and parking impacts contribute to the proposal failing to meet the test 

of  “Net Community Benefit” (MCHAC Ground Number 1), in this case with 

regard to social criteria (community safety and amenity),  
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49. PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT AMENDMENT (RECOGNISING 

OBJECTORS) ACT 2015. 

MCHAC contends that under Section 60 of The Act44 (S. 60(1)(f) inserted by 

No. 3/2013 s. 76(2)., S. 60(1B) inserted by No. 30/2015 s. 4(1).), known by its 
Planning Note45 as “Recognising Objectors” that there would be a significant 
and measurable social harm which would be caused should this Application be 
approved. 

A number of reference documents are helpful in delving into the political origins 
and intent of this amendment to the Planning and Environment Act 1987, which 
was passed by the State Parliament in 2015. 

They are: 

Planning and Advisory Note 63, October 2015, headed Planning and 
Environment Amendment (Recognising Objectors) 2015 (footnote 45, as above)” 

PARLIAMENT OF VICTORIA Environment and Planning Committee, 
Inquiry into the Planning and Environment Amendment (Recognising 
Objectors) Bill 201546 

The Hansard (parliamentary debate)47 

The amendment itself is clearly much debated with respect to its meaning once 
legal precedent is also taken into account, and then, presumably, reviewed 
through the lens of the change in the legislation. The legal cases of most 
relevance seem to be: 

Lend Lease Apartments (Armadale) P/L v. Stonnington City Council [2012] VCAT 906 

McDonald’s Pty Ltd v. Yarra Ranges Shire Council [2012] VCAT 1539.  

Minawood Pty Ltd v. Bayside City Council [2009] VCAT 440.  

Rutherford & Ors v. Hume City Council [2014] VCAT 786  

 

 

 
44 http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/paea1987254/s60.html 
45 https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0032/97187/AN63-Planning-and-Environment-
Amendment-Recognising-Objectors-Act-2015.pdf 
46 46 https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEP/PEAROB/EPC_58-01.pdf 
47  
https://hansard.parliament.vic.gov.au/isysquery/1ee171e5-62fa-4274-b1ba-eeeeac2f26af/41-42/list/ 

https://hansard.parliament.vic.gov.au/isysquery/1ee171e5-62fa-4274-b1ba-eeeeac2f26af/41/doc/ 

 

https://hansard.parliament.vic.gov.au/isysquery/1ee171e5-62fa-4274-b1ba-eeeeac2f26af/41-42/list/
https://hansard.parliament.vic.gov.au/isysquery/1ee171e5-62fa-4274-b1ba-eeeeac2f26af/41/doc/
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We make the following assertions with respect to the case at hand: 

(a)using the number of occupied houses per shire as a reasonable population 
denominator, the case at hand in Mansfield has more Objectors proportionately by 
a very wide margin than all of the cases that are listed except for the third, which 
had slightly more. 

(b)That the Objections raised almost all addressed issues of built form, amenity, 
traffic, gateway and township, the character of the environs, economic damage, 
environmental and litter impact, flooding, the health and safety of children and 
pedestrians, and other legitimate issues. 

© most Objectors listed many reasons for Objection, so that those that were 
concerned about “use” were usually also concerned about the development 

(d)few were “pro forma” .. twenty of those were clearly from a group of young 
parents, eight from school students were similar but not always the same, and 
fourteen which were again similar but not the same appeared to be from teachers 
at the Mansfield Secondary College. 

 MCHAC makes no other observations about this, other than the number of 
Objections is a clear indication of how badly this Application fails in the view of the 
Mamsfield community. 

Again, the question could be asked .. but what about a silent minority. In any 
planning case, however, residents can only avail themselves of the mechanisms of 
the Local Government Act with respect to having their voice heard. That has 
happened. 254 Objected, Six were for the Proposal. 

MCHAC contends that the “Number of Objectors” is yet another case in which the 
Application fails to pass the test of “Net Community Benefit”, in this case with 
respect to the social harm that would be caused should the legitimate Objections 
be not upheld, and the will of the elected Council overturned.This is MCHAC’s first 
ground. This is even moreso because the community is well aware of the non-
compliance of this Application with the DDO that sits over it in the Mansfield 
Planning Scheme to protect the Alpine Approach and Township Gateway. 
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50. CONCLUSION: 

 

This quote is central to the MCHAC case with respect to this Proposal, on this land. 

It comes from48 the PARLIAMENT OF VICTORIA Environment and Planning 

Committee, Inquiry into the Planning and Environment Amendment (Recognising 

Objectors) Bill 2015, and is attributed to “4 James Larmour-Reid, Planning Institute of 

Australia, Transcripts of Evidence. 

 

Planning works best when communities are strongly engaged up front in the strategic 
planning process. Meaningful community engagement in strategic planning assists in 
understanding sense of place, identifying opportunities and constraints, addressing risks 
and needs, and developing visions for the future.  
 

 

It’s reference to “sense of place” sums up this case well, as that ios exactly what 

the Mansfield community has with reference to the Town Gateway. 40 years of 

“Strategic Planning” by our community has led to a very high level of understanding 

of the local planning protections that exist in the Township Gateway and Alpine 

Approach. 

Our community and our Council is essentially pitted in this case at VCAT against a 

developer who either was ignorant of all along, or has failed to take notice of the 

strength of those protections and their historical and current strategic planning 

underpinnings. This is a design and development that fails the test of Net 

Community Benefit (MCHAC’s primary Ground in the many ways this submission 

has outlined. 

We respectfully come to this hearing to pit the collective power of five incorporated  

community organisations coming together under one banner .. against this 

Proposal. In doing this, we gladly pit our knowledge of the history, origins and 

strategic planning underpinnings of our planning scheme, and indeed of those of 

the State of Victoria, against those of the owners of 140 High Street. We do this 

knowing that within planning law lie protections for our safety and our amenity, the 

safety and amenity of our neighbours, the natural and cultural significance the 

Alpine Approach, and the heritage, cultural and natural values of our Township 

Gateway. 

We are particularly pleased that we have had the chance in front of the Tribunal to 

explain the unifying concept of the Alpine Approach in preserving the natural beauty 

of our shire, and how we have planned, for many years, and through the 

mechanisms afforded by the Local Government Act, to enshrine those protections 

in our planning scheme and its associated strategic documents. It is therefore 

unsurprising that we find ourselves in full agreement with our Council in defending 

their unanimous Refusal of this Proposal.  

 
48 https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEP/PEAROB/EPC_58-01.pdf 

 

https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEP/PEAROB/EPC_58-01.pdf
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The protective statements in the Design and Development Overlay, and in other 

parts of the scheme that we have explored are not just platitudes. They are clear  

statements of intent that Council has acted upon. They are statements that the 

design and development seems to have failed to understand, or, worse, may have 

chosen to ignore.  

MCHAC argues that the Proposal and its expert evidence as advanced by an Urban 

Planner have failed to address the issue of the surrounding heritage precinct 

(HO31) and the Proposal’s impact on its unique, local character, and more generally 

on the Township Gateway and Alpine Approach, which is clearly defined and 

offered due protections from inappropriate development under the LPPF, and more 

specifically under DDO1 and its Schedule.  

We argue that the Shire of Mansfield gave the developer ample opportunity to 

amend the Application in the various ways (most particularly in the setbacks, the 

positioning of the entrance, and the positioning of the Drive through along the 

frontage ) that have been discussed at length, and that the developer has failed to 

do so. 

We argue that the site and the way the design and development is configured, is 

unsuitable for a high volume drive through fast food takeaway establishment.  We 

add that all the fast food drive through franchise “possibilities” as tenants are all 

very large franchise companies which, by their universal nature, their branding and 

in their ownership and company structures are in direct contradiction to, and 

antithetical to the concept of “enhancing local character” as required in the DDO 

and all require a high volume of traffic and parking in their business models which 

is dangerous and unsuitable for this location in the Town Gateway.. 

We argue that (despite requests from the Shire) the lack of a directional or corporate 

signage plan, given the configuration of the Drive Through, means that the 

Application is incomplete in a fundamental and important way. This is most 

particularly the case, as the size and prominence of directional signage that would 

be required for a reasonable level of safety, and the type, size and amount of 

corporate signage that would be needed to be visible will fail to be compliant with 

the requirements of either the DDO or the Township Approaches Planning and 

Guidelines Study. 

We argue that (in the absence of a signage plan), despite the Application’s 

contention that there is “no preferred occupier” that this claim is at best 

disingenuous, and that the only reasonable conclusion the community can draw is 

that the preferred occupier will be a privately and wholly owned large fast food 

franchise whose business model depends on drive throughs and large volume 

ultraprocessed food turnover. Since the Applicant has argued “use” in espousing 

economic and employment benefits, we refute those claims. We posit that the 

Mansfield economy will be damaged by food being sourced wholly from elsewhere 

and profits being taken away from the town, constituting an economic impact under, 

the test of Net Community Benefit. We have shown that employment will be 

unchanged, conferring neither a benefit nor a harm. 
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We argue that, contrary to the mixed signals given by the Application, this 

development is intimately connected with the neighbouring Application for an 

Amendment to a Service Station permit, and that, as requested by the Shire, the 

Applications should have been submitted together, but that the developer failed to 

do so, resulting in a confusing process which has been difficult for the community 

to understand, and was shown at the Practice day hearing called by the applicant 

to be both confused and confusing, when the Application was advanced under the 

wrong section of the Act, and that the actions of 140 High Street have resulted in 

the two issues needing to be heard separately, causing expense and loss to both 

Council and its community. 

We argue that by its very nature a “Fast Food Franchise” Convenience Restaurant 

(and its associated Drive Through visible from the Maroondah Highway) cannot in 

any sense be regarded as “local”, “in character”, “unique” or “enhancing” the 

Township Gateway and Alpine Approach, (as the DDO and MSS require). 

We argue that there is a direct and causal connection between the community’s 

long standing relationship with and engagement in the Town Gateway/ Alpine 

Approach and the Township Approaches in general, … and the amount of 

community opposition to this Application, which is reflected in the number of 

Objections. We argue that most of those Objections are of substance, and not 

spurious in any sense. We argue that the law regarding the “number of Objections” 

was changed for exactly this sort of case, and that were this development to 

proceed, it would result in serious and long term social harm to the Mansfield Shire 

Council and the residents and ratepayers of the Shire who have formulated its LPPF 

by the governance processes set in place by the State of Victoria under The Local 

Government Act 1987 and 2020. 

MCHAC argues that its first Ground that the design and development fails to meet 

the test of “Net Community Benefit” on social, environmental, and economic 

grounds, has been met. 

MCHAC argues that very few of the many deficiencies of this Application can be 

remedied. Some are inherent in the Application itself, and some in missed 

opportunities by the developer to accede to the reasonable requests of the Shire of 

Mansfield, which as a result issued a note of refusal to the Application  based on 

the unanimous vote of its duly elected Councillors. 

MCHAC thanks the tribunal for its time.  
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Written and ratified by: 

 

 

Dr William Twycross OAM,     President, MCHAC (address as referenced) 9/2/2021 

Hon. Eadley (Graeme) Stoney MLC,  Vice President, Mansfield Historical Society Rep,  

Leanne Robson,                                 Secretary, 

Aunty Bernadette Franklin,                 Representative, Taungurung Rep (TWLC). 

Liz Bannister,                                         Representative, Mansfield Rotary, Arts Mansfield 

Graeme Brennan,                              Representative, Yooralla, Mansfield 

Tony Tehan,                                      Community Rep 

Sarah Stegley,                                   Community Rep 

John Owen                                        Community Rep 
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i Image showing the (above) description, dated 28/06/2007, outlining the intent of C1 with respect to 

“small parcel” of (the)  subject land. 

 

 
 
 
ii images of relevant documents and book of minutes (MCHAC) 
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iii Current Plan for Taungurung and Mansfield Historical Society Joint Facility, and for “The Keeping Place”
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iv (a picture of MCHAC’s Statement of Grounds) 
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v 

 
vi (a summary of the community campaign to hold the Railway land in public hands)
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vii The “Township Gateway and Alpine Approach” from the Melbourne Hill, Mt Buller (right), Mt Stirling (left)

 
 
viii Statement of Grounds, Eadley (Graeme) Stoney MLC, re the “Alpine Approach” origins. 
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ix Buttercup Hill .. the site of a Service Station Application in the 1980s which led to the community 

consensus around strategic planning to enshrine the protections and meanings of “The Alpine 
Approach”.

 
 
 
x SLO MAPS: Green represents the “SLO ALPINE APPROACH” Cadastral Maps, Mansfield Planning Scheme 
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xi The “Branding” of the High Country 
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xii(image of the High Country Visitors Information Centre with subject land .. directly behind it and 

opposite it on the Maroondah Hwy) 

 

 
xiii Images showing the CWA “Gateway Project”, the Town Gateway, and the polar plantings from 1934 (subject 
site in distance, on the right, signage likely to be visible from “The Melbourne Hill” where the photograph was 
taken.) 
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xiv From the Township Approaches Planning and Guidelines Study ..  
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xv The typical values of the ultraprocessed fast food franchise drive through: An inducement to eat more ultra-
processed drinks and sugary drinks through gaming. Entrance to store: Swan Hill, 2020. Inducements to 
children with free gifts.Swan Hill 2020,  A typical “advertising brightly coloured rubbish bin offering a cheap 
sugar drink as inducement to spend “loose change”. All these “values” signals may have their place 
somewhere, but not in a place described as needing to protect its “natural and cultural significance”. 
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xvi The Architect’s current website
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xvii Front entrance of the architectural firm McIntyre and Cross .. date not confirmed, but true image 

of firm entrance showing archway logo, and images from website 
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xviii Shire Correspondence referred to in text in response to the Application, making a number of requests, 
which were not actioned by the Applicant 
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xix  
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xx “The Alpine Approach” showing generous setbacks on both sides of the Maroondah Highway. 

 
xxi Plan for adjoining Service Station showing B Double truck blocking the planned two way carriageway to and 
from the subject site. 

 


